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## Glossary of terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Development application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIE</td>
<td>NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>Floor space ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC</td>
<td>Greater Sydney Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSRP</td>
<td>Greater Sydney Region Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILU</td>
<td>Independent living unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEP</td>
<td>Local environmental plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGA</td>
<td>Local Government Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPS</td>
<td>Local strategic planning statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRA</td>
<td>Metropolitan Rural Area (as defined in the Greater Sydney Region Plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSLHD</td>
<td>North Sydney Local Health District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCG</td>
<td>Project Control Group chaired by the North District Commissioner and comprising representatives from Hornsby Shire Council, The Hills Shire Council, the Department and the GSC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project area</td>
<td>The rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACF</td>
<td>Residential aged care facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting period</td>
<td>The period from October 2007, when the SCC process was first introduced, to May 2019, which was the focus of analysis for this investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Roads and Maritime Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Site compatibility certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors housing</td>
<td>Residential accommodation that is, or is intended to be, used permanently for seniors or people, as defined in the Seniors Housing SEPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors Housing SEPP</td>
<td>State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSLHD</td>
<td>Western Sydney Local Health District</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

This report has been prepared by the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) for submission to the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE). It documents the findings of an investigation into the planning challenges for seniors housing in parts of the metropolitan rural areas of Greater Sydney. Specifically, the investigation focuses on the cumulative impacts on infrastructure and character in the experience in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs (the project area). The investigation included an analysis across social, economic and environmental issues in consultation with a range of stakeholders which underpins the recommendations of options for further consideration by the Secretary.

One of the most long-standing housing policies administered by DPIE is *State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004* (‘the Seniors Housing SEPP’) which aims to increase the supply and diversity of housing to meet the needs of seniors or people with a disability. As well as allowing seniors housing or housing for people with a disability in a wide range of zones throughout the urban area, the Seniors Housing SEPP enables seniors housing to be developed on rural land adjoining urban land, subject to the issue of a Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) and subsequent approval of a development application (DA).

The Hills and Hornsby Councils have strongly advocated for a review of the Seniors Housing SEPP and in particular, the use of SCCs to facilitate seniors housing on rural land. Following discussions between the Councils, the GSC and DPIE, it was agreed that the GSC would undertake an investigation examining the cumulative impact of SCCs in The Hills and Hornsby local government areas (LGAs) and identify potential responses.

In this report a reference to ‘seniors housing’ includes a reference to housing for people with a disability.

To oversee the preparation of this report, a Project Control Group (PCG) was established. The PCG was chaired by Dr Deborah Dearing, North District Commissioner for the GSC, and included representatives from Hornsby and The Hills Shire Councils as well as the DPIE and the GSC. Northern Beaches Council, which has also experienced relatively high levels of seniors housing development in its rural areas, was invited by the GSC to participate in PCG discussions and provide technical advice.

Key areas of investigation included an analysis of demographic trends and demand for seniors housing, a range of environmental impacts and social issues, as well as an analysis of market demand for and the supply of seniors housing in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs and more generally. It involved a comprehensive review of applications for SCCs, consultation with relevant government agencies, seniors housing providers and other key stakeholders.

The GSC acknowledges and thanks the officers of The Hills, Hornsby and Northern Beaches Councils and the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment for their support of this investigation, particularly their assistance with assembling technical data and participation in PCG discussions. In this report, the views expressed by representatives of The Hills and Hornsby Councils in PCG discussions do not necessarily reflect the views of each Council.

Social and Demographic Context

The investigations into the social and demographic context showed that current population projections (published by DPIE) indicate that the population aged 55 years and older in The Hills LGA is set to almost double to 80,400 by 2036, while in Hornsby LGA, this same age cohort is projected to increase by 36% to...
56,100 by 2036. This rate of growth is a significant increase on past projections where a greater proportion of the ageing population left the Greater Sydney Region. This increase in the ageing population presents significant challenges, not only in ensuring adequate housing, but also access to a range of health and social services, such as primary health care, hospitals, recreation facilities and public transport.

In the last five years, there has also been a significant increase in the number of SCC applications lodged across NSW. Overall there has been an average of 12 applications per year from October 2009 and September 2018. Since 2014, this has risen to 20 to 30 applications per year. However, not all approved SCCs lead to DAs being lodged, or seniors housing being delivered. DPIE data found that, of the 68 SCCs approved across NSW, less than one third progressed to a DA that has been approved, is under assessment, or has been built. Combined, approved DAs will deliver around 1,000 RACF beds and 1,500 Independent Living Units (ILUs) across NSW.

The analysis of SCCs and DAs for seniors housing in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills indicated the that close to 19 per cent of the State’s SCC applications (between October 2009 and September 2018) where made in Hornsby and The Hills. These projects can be characterised as generally medium density, multi-unit housing complexes with modest landscaping and deep soil planting, which often contrasts with adjoining low-density urban areas and rural land. This highlighted two key findings:

- whilst ageing is happening across NSW the use of the Seniors Housing SEPP to convert rural land for the purposes of senior housing is concentrated in a few LGAs; and
- the resultant supply of seniors housing is a small part of the housing market that accommodates the growing aged and disabled population.

This analysis suggests that monitoring of the Senior Housing SEPP is required to understand its application and a deeper analysis of why it is being utilised in a few targeted LGAs in NSW.

**Economic Context**

Market analysis by JLL identified that while rural locations may provide opportunities to develop seniors housing on lower cost land, demand in most rural areas is modest which may negate any advantage of lower land costs. The report indicated that developments in rural locations are not necessarily more financially feasible than urban settings and there are specific hurdles and risks faced by developers of seniors housing which, when compared to residential developers, make retirement housing development less viable. For example, developers face difficulty in attracting pre-commitments, while the modest size of deposits for a retirement village compared to strata units (deposits are usually $1,000 tenure) provides less security for a developer.

Analysis by JLL found that there is a strong pipeline of new seniors housing projects within The Hills and Hornsby LGAs. Given the high level of existing supply together with this pipeline of projects, it is likely that these new developments will be slow to achieve full occupancy or may be deferred or abandoned.

The Seniors Housing SEPP notes that development standards concerning accessibility and useability are informed by Commonwealth Government aged care accreditation standards. Requirements for level access is potentially driving developer demand for larger flat sites in rural areas, rather than smaller sites in urban areas. Larger sites in rural areas may also be preferred by developers in projects where scale improves viability.
Consultation across many stakeholders highlighted the speculative nature of many of the proposals under the SCC provisions as it provides a mechanism to increase the value of landholdings in the rural areas before selling them onto a provider (or other buyer). This situation has been leading to land banking of those sites where seniors housing development can potentially occur. It is further noted that desire to consolidate land parcels to create even larger sites that could be developed for seniors housing also encourages further land banking. Land banking in turn can lead to under-investment in or under-utilisation of productive rural land and contribute to the high level of vacant rural land in the Metropolitan Rural Area (MRA).

The development feasibility challenges and comments on speculation, supported by the evident low rates of SCC approvals converting to DAs, suggests the need for a more nuanced targeting of the Seniors Housing SEPP to the delivery considerations. One such approach could be to restrict the SCC pathway to seniors housing operators / providers could be considered.

Rural values and local character
This investigation has found that development standards in the Seniors Housing SEPP typically result in a built form outcome that is more aligned to an urban context rather than a rural one. This finding supports The Hills and Hornsby Councils' view that seniors housing in rural areas have the potential to adversely impact on the values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby and that there is significant potential for further adverse impacts to occur.

Developments generally comprise medium density, multi-unit housing complexes with only modest landscaping and deep soil planting requirements (a minimum of 25 square metres per RACF bed). Although the denser layouts may have reduced the extent of clearing required and enabled protection of important biodiversity areas, they also lead to the development of a more urban character and density. It is questionable whether this type of housing is compatible with the local character of a rural area. In some cases, the density of seniors housing on rural land is greater than the density of adjacent urban land.

Analysis of SCC determinations highlight particular challenges in addressing the scale and footprint of seniors housing developments as well as challenges in managing environmental impacts, particularly impacts on biodiversity, as well as challenges with providing utility infrastructure.

Investigations by The Hills and Hornsby Councils indicate that large tracts of rural zoned land at the urban-rural interface in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs where the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP apply, could ultimately result in urban sprawl at a scale comparable to a precinct within a major release areas. This scale of development would profoundly change the character of their rural areas and significantly diminish its values.

The potential impact of further seniors housing in rural areas on the scenic and cultural landscapes of Hornsby and The Hills underlines the importance of adopting a place-based approach to addressing the demand for seniors housing in the rural areas.

Alignment with strategic planning
The strategic planning framework for the Greater Sydney Region has fundamentally changed since the Seniors Housing SEPP was introduced in 2004. There is now a clearer hierarchy of strategic plans to guide future development across the Region. The new requirement for councils to prepare Local Strategic Planning Statements, is also greater recognition of the critical role that councils must play in strategic planning for their local area, with the new requirement for councils to prepare Local Strategic Planning Statements.
Both The Hills and Hornsby LGAs contain significant rural areas. Objective 29 of the Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP) notes that the MRA, which includes the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills LGAs, has a wide range of environmental, social and economic values that should be protected. It also states that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA, noting that Greater Sydney has sufficient land to deliver its housing needs within the current boundary of the Urban Area.

This position is reiterated in the North District Plan and the Central City District Plan which apply to Hornsby and The Hills LGAs respectively. Both District Plans note that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA and that Greater Sydney’s future housing needs should be accommodated within the current boundary of the Urban Area (including existing growth areas).

By contrast, the Seniors Housing SEPP does not support place-based planning. Instead, the SEPP allows for the ad-hoc expansion of urban development into rural areas through the SCC process, by setting aside local planning controls that would otherwise prevent development of seniors housing in rural areas.

This suggests that consideration be given to greater alignment of the Seniors Housing SEPP with the GSRP and the relevant District Plans. Key matters to be addressed would include:

- the appropriateness of alternative pathways for urban level of development in rural areas, particularly where these pathways lead to land speculation and land banking, undermining the agricultural productivity of the MRA;
- growth that is not aligned with the provision of coordinated infrastructure and the opportunity for greater alignment with creating more walkable and 30-minute city principles; and
- maintaining and encouraging a built form that can support the scenic and cultural landscapes in the MRA including principles of place making which emphasise the importance of a shared vision and a spatial framework for a place that take account of local character and local aspirations as the basis for future development;

**Local strategic planning**

Commencing in 2018, all 33 Greater Sydney Region councils embarked on a review of their LEPs to ensure that local priorities and actions are aligned with the relevant District Plan (and subsequently the GSRP). Amendments to the *Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979* which came into force on 1 March 2018 required all Councils to create a Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) which is to set out the 20 year vision for their respective LGAs, including planning priorities and actions.

Local councils in Greater Sydney are also preparing Local Housing Strategies which will “tie council’s vision for housing with State Government led strategic plans” and provide a framework to address housing targets (including affordable housing targets) nominated in District Plans¹. This is a new and more strategic approach to addressing local demand and supply of housing that potentially removes the need for the Seniors Housing SEPP to provide an alternative pathway to deliver more seniors housing.

Many councils in the MRA, including The Hills and Hornsby, are also preparing new or updated Rural Lands Strategies. Several of these are being developed in concert with LSPSs, while others will be developed following the completion of LSPSs. Rural Lands Strategies provide a framework to explore place-based approaches to the future management of rural localities, including rural towns and villages. They may also explore opportunities to respond to local demand for housing in rural towns and villages, including demand for seniors housing.

¹ Local Housing Strategy Guideline, 2018, page 1
Where a council can satisfactorily demonstrate that seniors housing demand can be adequately met through the local planning framework, including the Local Strategic Planning Statement, Local Housing Strategy and a DPIE endorsed Rural Lands Strategy, it may be appropriate for an exemption to be granted which would remove the SCC provisions in the Seniors Housing SEPP. This approach does not preclude the opportunity for seniors housing to be developed in and around the rural villages, but rather ensures that appropriate planning occurs in line with local and district aspirations.

Development decisions
Up until October 2018, SCCs were issued by the Secretary of DPIE. This power has since been transferred to the relevant planning panel. A total of 21 SCC applications have been made in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs since October 2007, 10 of which have been approved, four refused and seven currently under consideration (as of May 2019). Of the four that have been refused, three have been refused by the North District Planning Panel since October 2019.

This suggests that the aims of the Seniors Housing SEPP have been weighed and applied differently by different decision makers.

There have been a number of instances where development applications for seniors housing developments for which SCCs have been issued have been refused and have been the subject of appeal in the Land and Environment Court. Decisions by the Land and Environment Court have given significant weight to the aim of the Seniors Housing SEPP to “increase the supply and diversity of seniors housing” relative to other more qualitative assessment considerations for SCCs set out in the Seniors Housing SEPP.

Infrastructure provision
Measures to address cumulative impacts on infrastructure under the Seniors Housing SEPP are largely applied on a project by project basis in response to applications. This does not allow for the coordinated provision of infrastructure through appropriate forward planning by State and local governments across a larger area.

The potential for cumulative impacts of ad-hoc seniors housing development has recently been recognised and addressed in part by amendments to the Seniors Housing SEPP in October 2018. The recently introduced requirement that applicants provide a cumulative impact study where proposed sites are within one kilometre of two or more other SCC sites or where required by a planning panel, does provide an opportunity to consider cumulative impacts on infrastructure.

In commenting on seniors housing in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby, the former Roads and Maritime Services noted that seniors housing DAs are received in isolation and therefore it is difficult to determine cumulative impacts of multiple seniors housing developments and mitigate those impacts in any particular region. The ad hoc nature of seniors housing developments in rural areas and difficulty of factoring such development into strategic planning outputs in turn makes it difficult to determine regional traffic impacts. Levying for contributions towards regional infrastructure upgrades is therefore unlikely to be feasible.

Further, there is no opportunity to negotiate contributions towards the provision of regional infrastructure upgrades that might otherwise be possible through a more coordinated urban investigation and planning process.
This investigation suggests the need for the capacity of existing or future services and infrastructure to meet the needs of a particular seniors housing proposal should be considered in a broader context. This approach would take into account the capacity of existing infrastructure and existing infrastructure commitments and programs in the context of the potential for senior housing and would therefore be able to highlight where local nature of impacts of growth on infrastructure are inappropriate.

In this way, it is considered that a place-based approach is a highly appropriate mechanism not only for planning for seniors housing but also for ensuring that there is adequate infrastructure to meet the demands of such housing in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby.

**Recommendations**

The recommendations below were developed with oversight of the PCG. They identify potential options to respond to impacts of the Seniors Housing SEPP in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, particularly the cumulative impacts on infrastructure and character.

**Recommendation 1: Provide a greater balance between incentives for seniors housing and rural values.**
The aim to provide incentives to increase the supply of seniors housing can be better balanced with the aim to protect and maintain the environmental, social and economic values of rural land and the local character of rural towns and villages.

**Recommendation 2: Adopt a place-based approach to planning in rural areas**
A placed-based approach to planning in rural areas could include an evaluation of the suitability of rural areas for seniors housing, based on local character and the environmental, social and economic values of the area, and infrastructure capacity. Place-based work highlights opportunities for the expansion or redevelopment of seniors housing in rural areas, Planning Proposals which formally recognise intended land use change from rural to urban.

**Recommendation 3: Strengthen alignment between the Seniors Housing SEPP, the Greater Sydney Region Plan, District Plans and Local Strategic Planning Statements**
When assessing seniors housing proposals, Planning Panels could be required to consider the matters set out in these strategic plans before determining an application for a SCC. Consideration of these strategic plans could be strengthened via an amendment to the Seniors Housing SEPP.

**Recommendation 4: Monitor and report on development outcomes to support assessment of cumulative impacts.**
As well as monitoring outcomes to a greater understanding of cumulative impacts, the scope of cumulative impact assessments could be broadened to include consideration of sites where other forms of development are proposed and where DAs have been determined.

**Recommendation 5: Develop design and landscaping guidelines for seniors housing in a rural context.**
The development of design and landscaping guidelines would allow for greater consideration of matters such as lower building heights and densities, greater setbacks, provision for tree canopy cover and greater provision of deep-soil landscape areas that are more in keeping with adjoining urban areas.

**Recommendation 6: Strengthen consideration of environmental values on rural land**
Consideration of environmental values, particularly biodiversity, on rural zoned land could be strengthened. This should include clarifying where rural areas may be unsuitable for seniors housing due to environmental
sensitivity, and potentially exclude more environmentally sensitive areas from the Seniors Housing SEPP, by adding these areas to Schedule 1 of the SEPP.

**Recommendation 7: Review the viability of planning incentives in the Seniors Housing SEPP and the effectiveness of the SEPP to deliver Seniors Housing**

Additional planning incentives to improve the viability of seniors housing developments in infill and release areas could be investigated. Possible options include:

- allowing development applications for vertical villages without the need for a SCC;
- allowing seniors housing where shop top housing is permitted with development consent;
- amending the Standard Instrument LEP to make seniors housing permissible with consent in all R2 Low Density Residential zones; or
- other innovative approaches.

**Recommendation 8: Consider a pilot for a council-led place-based approach in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs**

Innovative approaches that recognise the context and values of the Metropolitan Rural Area and maintain suitable measures to deliver seniors housing could be piloted by The Hills and Hornsby Councils. This could include piloting a temporary suspension of the Site Compatibility Provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP in rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, while each council develops their place-based planning framework, including:

- a Local Strategic Planning Statement;
- a DPIE endorsed Local Housing Strategy; and
- a DPIE endorsed Rural Lands Strategy.

The PCG has explored a range of possible actions in response to the findings of this study and recommendations are set out in greater detail in Chapter 7 of this report. While representatives from both Hornsby and The Hills Councils generally support the recommendations above, both councils consider that seniors housing is incompatible with the values of the MRA. In particular, they argue that the rural areas are not suitable for the scale and form of seniors housing that has been developed in recent years and that seniors housing development in rural areas is not needed to meet current or future demand.

Representatives from Hornsby Council are strongly of the view that the recommendations above do not go far enough and, amongst other matters, suggest that the Seniors Housing SEPP should be immediately and permanently suspended from applying in the MRA of Hornsby and The Hills. At a minimum, Hornsby Council representatives at the PCG have argued in favour of temporary suspension of the SEPP from the rural areas to enable councils time to complete their housing strategies and rural lands strategies with a view to determining how and where the demand for seniors housing would best be met. The councils would then be able to apply for exemption to the DPIE, who would then determine whether there was adequate evidence and justification to support the case for exemption.

The Hills Council representatives at the PCG have questioned whether the Seniors Housing SEPP remains ‘fit for purpose’, noting that it was introduced in a vastly different strategic and policy context and many of the provisions in the SEPP may no longer be appropriate. Given the number of issues raised, the complexity of the operation of the SEPP alongside local strategic planning and development assessment decisions, and the number of recommendations to amend the SEPP in this report, The Hills Council representatives have recommended that a comprehensive review of the SEPP is warranted.
Concerns have also been raised during PCG discussions regarding the cumulative impact of seniors housing on local and regional infrastructure and the limited ability to negotiate for development contributions for local and regional infrastructure or affordable rental housing, that might be possible through a more place-based approach to planning.

Discussions with the PCG also canvassed the potential to temporarily suspend the application of the SCC provisions in the Seniors Housing SEPP while any comprehensive review is underway.
1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Investigation

For over a decade the State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 (‘the Seniors Housing SEPP’) has provided development assessment pathways for the purposes of housing for seniors or people with a disability for both urban and rural lands on the edge of Greater Sydney’s urban area and land surrounding rural towns and villages. In recent years The Hills and Hornsby Councils have been strongly advocating for a review of the SCC mechanism in relation to concerns of cumulative impacts and character on rural lands in their Local Government Areas (LGAs).

Following initial discussions between the Councils, the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) and the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE), it was agreed that the issues being raised by the Councils are relevant to broader metropolitan and district strategic planning considerations. In the context of the Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP), there was a need to review the impact on the social, economic and environmental values of the Metropolitan Rural Area (MRA). In particular, it was agreed that the GSC would undertake an investigation examining the planning challenges relating to the cumulative impacts of development to infrastructure and to the character of the rural areas in The Hills and Hornsby local government areas (the project area) and to identify possible responses, where appropriate.

This report documents the findings of the investigation, including analysis of issues, stakeholder engagement and recommendations to address issues developed in consultation with a Project Control Group (PCG). The report has also been informed by technical input from JLL and MG Planning and includes a market analysis report (Appendix A).

The PCG, led by the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), included representatives from the Department of Planning, Environment and Industry (DPIE) and The Hills and Hornsby councils. While not included in the investigation’s project area, the GSC asked Northern Beaches Council to participate in PCG discussions and provide technical input as required, given that the Northern Beaches local government area (LGA) shares similar experiences with seniors housing on their urban-rural fringe.

A reference in this report to ‘seniors housing’ includes a reference to housing for people with a disability.

Key aspects of the Seniors Housing SEPP include:

Aims:
The State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 (‘the Seniors Housing SEPP’) aims to “encourage the provision of housing (including residential care facilities) that will:

- increase the supply and diversity of housing to meet the needs of seniors or people with a disability; and
- make efficient use of existing infrastructure and services; and
- be of good design”.

Applicable Areas:
As well as allowing seniors housing in a wide range of zones throughout the urban area, the Seniors Housing SEPP also enables seniors housing to be developed in certain other areas, subject to the issue of a Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) by the relevant Sydney District Planning Panel (or Regional Planning Panel).
Panel for areas outside the Greater Sydney Region) and a subsequent approval of a development application (DA). Those areas comprise:

- land adjoining land zoned primarily for urban purposes
- land zoned for “special uses” (other than land on which development for the purposes of hospitals is permitted)
- land that is used for the purposes of an existing registered club.

**Assessment Considerations:**
For a SCC to be issued, the relevant Planning Panel must be satisfied that the proposed development is compatible with surrounding land uses having regard (at least) to the following criteria:

- the natural environment, including the impact on native vegetation
- existing and approved uses in the vicinity of the land as well as the impact on the future uses of the land
- the availability of services and infrastructure, including any proposed financial arrangements for infrastructure provision
- the impact on the provision of land for open space and special uses
- the impact that the bulk, scale, built form and character on existing, approved and future uses of surrounding land
- the impacts identified in any cumulative impact study, where such a study is required.

### 1.2 Project area

This focus area of the investigation is the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, which form part of the broader MRA (refer Figure 1). Both these LGAs contain expansive rural areas with a long fringe of urban – rural interface. There are also several rural towns and villages within the project area with an urban – rural interface where the Seniors Housing SEPP may also apply. These town and villages include South Dural, Galston, Arcadia and Glenhaven closer to the urban areas of Greater Sydney as well as villages further to the north such as Wisemans Ferry.

The MRA is one of four main landscape types identified in the GSRP, the other three being the Protected Natural Area (consisting of major national parks and protected drinking water catchments that encircle Greater Sydney to the north, west and south), the Urban Area and the Coast and Harbours. These landscape types are shown in Figure 2. The MRA, contained within twelve (12) of Greater Sydney’s 33 LGAs, covers almost one quarter of Greater Sydney. It provides the scenic and cultural landscape setting for Greater Sydney and is characterised by intensive horticulture (e.g. mushrooms, flowers), extensive agricultural (e.g. dairy farms), areas of ecological conservation and bushland, locations for recreation and tourism as well as areas of extractive industries (e.g. sand). Rural living areas include rural towns and villages and pockets of rural residential development.

Large areas of the MRA are zoned as rural under local planning controls. These zones recognise the range of permissible rural uses with associated development controls that recognise specific matters such as environmental management (such as bushland on privately owned land), the potential for resource extraction as well as matters such as scenic and heritage landscapes. The parts of the MRA zoned for an urban land use, such as residential or business are typically located in and around rural towns and villages.

---

2 Refer Clause 25(5) of Seniors Housing SEPP
Further discussion on the land use zones in the project area is provided in Appendix 3.

Figure 1: Hornsby and The Hills LGAs with rural lands shaded grey
Source: Greater Sydney Commission, 2019
Figure 2: Landscape types in Greater Sydney Region Plan
Source: Greater Sydney Commission, 2018
1.3 Project governance

The Project Control Group (PCG), established to oversee the preparation of this report, was chaired by Dr Deborah Dearing, North District Commissioner for the GSC, and included representatives from Hornsby and The Hills Shire Councils as well as the DPIE and the GSC. While the Northern Beaches local government area was not the subject of this investigation, the GSC invited Northern Beaches Council to participate in PCG discussions and provided technical advice.

The PCG met regularly during the preparation of the study, between September 2018 and August 2019.

1.3.1 Project control group terms of reference

The Terms of reference for the PCG were agreed in October 2018, setting out the roles of the PCG, which were to:

- finalise an agreed scope for the investigation;
- identify specific tasks for GSC, DPIE and council staff to input into the investigation;
- identify complementary work underway by councils that could contribute to evidence for the investigation;
- provide recommendations for suitable planning and housing market experts to assist the investigation;
- confirm the list of stakeholders to be consulted as part of the investigation; and
- confirm the scope of any stakeholder engagement.

The terms of reference note that where there is disagreement on issues encountered in the preparation of the report these will, where appropriate, be documented as part of the report as determined by the Chair.

The comments and input provided by Council representatives as part of this investigation have been provided in good faith and do not necessarily reflect an endorsed position of either The Hills or Hornsby Council.

1.4 Project approach

The project has involved investigation and analysis of the following:

- demographic trends and demand for seniors housing;
- environmental and social issues and impacts, specifically those values of the MRA;
- the economics of supply of seniors housing in both rural and urban settings;
- economic issues and impacts, including the provision of local services and interface with local rural industries;
- the alignment of growth in seniors housing with infrastructure;
- analysis of how the rural values have been affected by seniors housing;
- analysis of cumulative impact of seniors housing on rural lands, having regard to environmental, social and economic issues and values; and
- potential impediments to delivering seniors housing in urban areas.
To inform this investigation, the GSC has:

- reviewed of SCCs and subsequent DAs and development consents issued for seniors housing in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs;
- consulted with relevant government agencies, seniors housing providers and other key stakeholders; and
- analysed market demand for and the supply of seniors housing in The Hills and Hornsby and more generally.
2 About the Seniors Housing SEPP

2.1 Key provisions in the Seniors Housing SEPP

The following summarises the provisions and matters in the Seniors Housing SEPP, as of August 2019, that are relevant to this investigation - that is, those directly relating to seniors housing that may be undertaken on land adjoining land zoned for urban purposes.

Aims

The aims of the Seniors Housing SEPP are to:

- Increase the supply and diversity of seniors housing;
- Make efficient use of existing infrastructure and services; and
- Be of good design.

The aims are to be achieved by:

- Setting aside local planning controls that prevent appropriate seniors housing development;
- Setting out design principles; and
- Ensuring applicants provide adequate support services in fringe areas.

Key definitions

Seniors – means people aged 55 years or over, people who are resident at a facility at which residential care is provided or people who have been assessed as being eligible to occupy aged housing provided by a social housing provider.

Seniors housing – residential accommodation for seniors or people with a disability consisting of a residential care facility, hostel, group of self-contained dwellings or a combination of these.

Residential care facility – residential accommodation for seniors or people with a disability that includes meals and cleaning services, personal care and/or nursing care and appropriate staffing, furniture, equipment and the like for the provision of that accommodation and care.

Hostels - residential accommodation for seniors or people with a disability where meals, laundering, cleaning and other facilities are provided on a shared basis and at least one staff member is available on site 24 hours/day.

Self-contained dwellings – dwellings housing seniors or people with a disability where private facilities for significant cooking, sleeping and washing are included in the dwelling but where clothes washing facilities or other facilities may be provided on a shared basis.

Serviced self-care housing – seniors housing consisting of self-contained dwellings where meals, cleaning services, personal care and nursing care services are available on site.

In-fill self-care housing – seniors housing on urban land consisting of 2 or more self-contained dwellings where meals, cleaning services, personal care or nursing care services are not provided.
Approval bodies
Prior to the 2018 amendment to the SEPP, responsibility for certifying SCCs rested with the Secretary of the DPIE. The 2018 amendment saw the responsibility for certifying SCCs handed to the relevant regional panel constituted for the part of the State in which the land concerned is located. This means that the Sydney North Planning Panel is now responsible for certifying SCC applications in Hornsby and the Sydney Central City Planning Panel is responsible for SCC applications in The Hills.

In general, the consent authority for a seniors housing development application (DA) is the relevant council.

Land to which the policy applies
The Policy applies to land zoned primarily for urban purposes or land that adjoins land zoned primarily for urban purposes. Land that adjoins land zoned primarily for urban purposes includes land zoned principally for rural uses, for urban investigation or for residential uses on large residential lots. It also refers to land that would directly adjoin land zoned primarily for urban purposes but for the presence of a public road to which there is direct vehicular and pedestrian access from the adjoining land.

Land identified in Schedule 1 is excluded from application of the Policy. It covers environmentally sensitive land described in another environmental planning instrument as open space, environment protection, critical habitat, conservation and the like.

Development of land adjoining urban land
Seniors housing development on land adjoining urban land is limited to hostels, residential care facilities and serviced self-care housing.

Serviced self-care housing is only permitted on land adjoining urban land in the following circumstances:

- for people with a disability
- in combination with a residential care facility, or
- as a retirement village.

Serviced self-care housing on land adjoining urban land can only be approved if:

- residents will have reasonable access to home delivered meals, personal care and home nursing, and assistance with housework; and
- a regular bus service will be provided to residents with access to a local centre that has adequate services.

Facilities or services provided as a part of a proposed seniors development on land adjoining urban land must be available to residents when the housing is ready for occupation (or provided proportionately if project staged).

Site compatibility certificates
Where seniors housing is proposed to be developed on land adjoining urban land, a site compatibility certificate (SCC) is required. A SCC is also required where seniors housing is proposed on land zoned for

---

3 A retirement village is defined in Section 5 of the Retirement Villages Act 1999 and generally means residential premises that are predominantly or exclusively occupied, or intended to be predominantly or exclusively occupied, by retired persons who have entered into village contracts with an operator of the complex.
‘special uses’, on land used for the purpose of an existing registered club or where development is seeking to use the bonus floor space provisions provided under the Seniors Housing SEPP. An SCC remains valid for 24 months.

SCCs were introduced to ensure seniors development is broadly compatible with surrounding land uses before a development application can proceed to the DA lodgement, assessment and determination stage.

A consent authority cannot consider a development application for seniors housing on rural land adjoining urban land unless a valid SCC has been issued by the relevant panel.

Subject to certain criteria (see box below), a SCC allows a DA for seniors housing to be considered on land where it would otherwise be prohibited. The issuing of a SCC does not mean the development has been approved and can be constructed – it is only the first step in the assessment process.

For a SCC to be issued, the relevant planning panel must be of the opinion that the site is suitable for more intensive development and it is compatible with the surrounding environment having regard to (at least) the criteria set out in clause 25(5)(b) of the Seniors Housing SEPP.

### Criteria to be taken into account by the relevant panel when considering issuing a SCC for seniors development on land adjoining urban land (clause 25)

- Any written comments received by the applicable council
- Whether the proposed development is compatible with surrounding land uses having regard to (at least) the following criteria:
  - The **natural environment** (including known significant environmental values, resources or hazards) and the existing uses and approved uses of land in the vicinity of the proposed development,
  - the impact that the proposed development is likely to have on the uses that are likely to be the **future uses** of that land,
  - the **services and infrastructure** that are or will be available to meet the demands arising from the proposed development (particularly, retail, community, medical and transport services having regard to the location and access requirements set out in clause 26) and any proposed financial arrangements for infrastructure provision,
  - the impact that the **bulk, scale, built form and character** of the proposed development is likely to have on the existing uses, approved uses and future uses of land in the vicinity of the development,
  - if the development may involve the **clearing of native vegetation** that is subject to the requirements of section 12 of the Native Vegetation Act 2003 (now repealed) —the impact that the proposed development is likely to have on the conservation and management of native vegetation,
  - the impacts identified in any **cumulative impact study** provided in connection with the application for the certificate
It is important to note that a consent authority may refuse a DA for which a SCC has been issued based on its own assessment of the compatibility of the proposed development with the surrounding environment. The matters to which a consent authority may have regard are not limited by the SEPP.

The SEPP was amended in October 2018 so that an existing approved SCC cannot be extended to include additional land unless the additional land independently meets the SCC criteria. This change was introduced to address instances where there had been requests to increase the site for which a SCC has been previously issued, by applying for a new SCC that includes additional land. This had led to the incremental expansion of seniors housing onto land that does not independently adjoin urban land.

The amendment to the SEPP provides that a new SCC to extend a seniors development site cannot be issued if:

- the additional land will include any new or additional structures for use as accommodation; or
- the total number of dwellings on the additional land and previously certified land combined exceeds the maximum number of dwellings specified in the original SCC. This does not apply to additional land that also adjoins land zoned primarily for urban purposes.

**Cumulative impact study**

The 2018 SEPP amendment introduced a new requirement for a cumulative impact study to be prepared where a seniors housing development is proposed on 'land that is next to proximate site land'. Land is next to proximate site land if it is within a one-kilometre radius of two or more parcels of land for which there is a current SCC or an application for a SCC that has been made but not yet been determined. However, other seniors housing development (existing or approved) within that radius is disregarded for the purpose of determining whether a cumulative impact study is required.

A cumulative impact study is required to consider whether the impacts of the proposed development, considered together with the impacts of development on proximate site land, take into account:

- the capacity of existing or future services and infrastructure to meet the demands arising from the proposal and any proposed financial arrangements for infrastructure provision; and
- the capacity of existing or future road infrastructure to meet any increase in traffic as a result of the proposed development.

The relevant panel may also require that a cumulative impact study be prepared if considered necessary to determine whether the land concerned is suitable for more intensive development.

Other matters the Seniors Housing SEPP addresses, including access to facilities, development bushfire prone land, access to water and sewer, design requirement and development standards, are explored in more detail in Appendix 1.
3 Context

3.1 Social and demographic context

One of the 10 directions in the GSRP is ‘housing the city’ with the key objectives being to provide greater housing and to ensure housing is more diverse and affordable. The Plan notes that:

*A range of housing types provides for the needs of the community at different stages of life and caters for diverse household types. It means that as people age they can move into smaller homes and age in their own neighbourhoods, while young adults leaving home can stay close to their families and communities.*

One of the most important ways of ensuring quality of life as people age is to ensure access to housing that is affordable and appropriate to their physical needs, and which allows them to stay connected to their community. The quality and location of housing can influence physical and psychological health and social engagement.

This view is supported by a research paper published by the Productivity Commission in 2015. Titled *Housing Decisions of Older People,* the report examined the implications of older Australians’ housing and accommodation decisions, and the interplay between aged care and housing. It found that:

- Most older Australians strongly prefer to remain in their homes as long as practical
- Older people are now less likely to move into residential aged care than in the past and this happens later in life
- The importance of housing increases with age. Home equity makes up a relatively greater share of wealth for older home owners, and accounts for the large disparity in wealth between home owners and non-home owners. The share of housing in overall consumption also grows as people become older
- Older households are typically ‘asset rich, income poor’: However, drawing on home equity to pay for retirement appears to be a last resort for most older Australians
- Housing mobility declines with age. The proportion of older households that do move house (about one-third) are more likely to move into smaller and/or less expensive homes
- There is a growing prevalence of couple households among those aged 65 years and older given the narrowing gap between male and female life expectancies
- A small but significant minority of older Australian households are renters rather than home owners, and they are disproportionately likely to be experiencing housing stress and lower wellbeing
- Recent cohorts of older Australians appear to behave differently than their predecessors in several key respects — they are more likely to be working longer and to have a mortgage, and less likely to be fully reliant on government transfers.

---

4 Greater Sydney Region Plan, p.60

5 *Housing Decisions of Older People,* Productivity Commission, December 2015
Ageing in place
The World Health Organisation has described ageing in place as:

A common preference among older people for remaining in their local community and maintaining their social networks throughout the ageing process. There are many ways for older people to age in place. Sometimes it means staying in place: that is, continuing to live in the same home. For others, it means moving to a home that is safer or more adapted to their needs while maintaining vital connections with their community, friends and family. In all cases the focus should be on the older person ageing in a place that is right for them.6

The Productivity Commission noted that the vast majority of older Australians are living in private dwellings, and about 80 per cent own their home. Declining health is the primary reason that people make the move to age-specific housing, but this consideration does not factor prominently until very late in their lives. For all age groups up to the age of 90, mainstream housing is the dominant form of accommodation.7

3.1.1 Overview of Hornsby LGA
Hornsby is a large metropolitan local government area of over 500 square kilometres, located to the far north of the Greater Sydney Region, some 20 kilometres north-west of the Sydney CBD (See Figure 3). The southern part of the LGA is largely urban and contains all of the LGAs strategic centres, local centres and suburban areas, many of which are clustered along the T1 North Shore and T9 Northern Lines rail line. The north of the local government area includes large areas of national park, as well as rural land (part of the MRA) comprising farmland, bushland and some small villages.

Around 10 per cent of Hornsby LGA is zoned and used for urban development, 15 per cent for rural purposes, 5 per cent for open space, and the remainder (approximately 70%) is Environmental Protection or National Park8.

The ABS estimated that in 2016 Hornsby LGA’s usual residential population was 142,6679, of which 23,084 or approximately 16 per cent were 65 years or over. By comparison, approximately 14 per cent of the Greater Sydney Region’s population was 65 years or over. A comparison of the age structures between Hornsby LGA and the Greater Sydney Region is shown in Figure 4

---

7 Productivity Commission, op.cit., pp 5-6
9 https://profile.id.com.au/hornsby/population
Figure 3: Hornsby LGA
(Source: https://profile.id.com.au/hornsby/about?WebID=10)
Between 2011 and 2016 the population aged 65+ in Hornsby LGA increased by 16 per cent, representing an annual average growth of approximately 3 per cent. The change in age structure in Hornsby between 2011 and 2016 is illustrated in Figure 5.

Older households, (households comprising residents aged 65 years and over) are spread throughout the Hornsby LGA, as shown in Table 1. The areas of Galston-Middle Dural, Castle Hill and Normanhurst contain the highest proportion of older households. The proportion of older households in the rural areas is generally similar to the proportion of older households across the urban areas.

---


11 Ibid
Table 1: Hornsby older households (aged 65 years and over) by suburb compared with total households, 2016\(^{12}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Total Households</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Within rural areas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcadia - North Western Rural</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dural</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>1,775</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galston-Middle Dural</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total MRA</strong></td>
<td>964</td>
<td>4,115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Within urban area (outside rural areas)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asquith</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1,162</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beecroft – Cheltenham</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>2,709</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berowra</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>1,539</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berowra Heights - North Eastern Rural</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>2,364</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Hill</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>1,887</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherrybrook</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>5,773</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epping North</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>1,477</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornsby</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>8,497</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornsby Heights</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1,962</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt Colah – Mt Ku-ring-gai</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>2,832</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normanhurst</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>1,745</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennant Hills</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>2,507</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornleigh</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>2,746</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahroonga</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waitara</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>2,343</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Pennant Hills</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>1,344</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westleigh</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>1,452</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total urban area</strong></td>
<td>8,647</td>
<td>43,769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Hornsby LGA</strong></td>
<td>9,611</td>
<td>47,884</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the Hornsby LGA has a relatively high proportion of older households, spread throughout both urban and rural areas. The proportion of older people aged 65 years and over is expected to increase significantly, from 16 per cent of the local population in 2016 to 20 per cent by 2036, using DPIE population projects.

### 3.1.2 Overview of The Hills LGA

The Hills is a large metropolitan council located about 30 kilometres north-west from the Sydney CBD. It is approximately 386 square kilometres in area (see Figure 6). Like Hornsby, most of the land in the northern section is rural while the southern section is urban. The central section of The Hills comprises newly established urban areas which form part of the North West Growth Area.

Around 17 per cent of the LGA is zoned and used for urban development, 71 per cent for rural purposes, and approximately 7 per cent is environmental land. The remainder is zoned for open space/infrastructure.

The ABS estimated that in 2016, The Hills’ usual residential population was 157,243, of which 21,230, or approximately 13.5 per cent were 65 years or over\(^{13}\). This is roughly comparable to the Greater Sydney Region’s population, of which 13.9 per cent was aged 65 years or over for the same period. A comparison of the age structures between The Hills and the Greater Sydney Region is shown in Figure 7.

Unlike Hornsby, where the percentage of residents aged 65+ was higher than the Greater Sydney percentage, the percentage of people aged 75 and over is less in The Hills than in Greater Sydney. However, between 2011 and 2016 the population aged 65+ in The Hills increased by 36.5% representing an

---

annual average growth rate of 7.3%. This indicates that the demographic profile of The Hills is changing, with rapid population across most age groups, including aged 65+. The change in age structure in The Hills between 2011 and 2016 is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 6: The Hills LGA

In general, there is a higher percentage of older households comprising residents aged 65 years in the rural areas of The Hills compared with the urban areas, as shown in Table 2. The areas of Dural-Middle Dural and Glenhaven contain the highest proportion of older households whereas the new release areas such as Rouse Hill, North Kellyville and Beaumont Hills, contain the lowest proportion of older households.

14 https://profile.id.com.au/the-hills/five-year-age-groups
15 Ibid
Table 2: The Hills older households (aged 65 years and over) by suburb compared with total households, 2016\textsuperscript{16}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Total Households</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Within rural areas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annangrove - Nelson - Maraylya</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dural - Middle Dural</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1,042</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenhaven</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>1,929</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenthurst</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>1,443</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural North</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1,298</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total rural areas</strong></td>
<td>1,061</td>
<td>6,342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Within urban area (outside rural areas)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baulkham Hills</td>
<td>1,282</td>
<td>11,290</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaumont Hills</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2,296</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella Vista</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2,263</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Hill</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Hill</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>10,964</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellyville</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>6,525</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Kellyville</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1,389</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwest</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse Hill</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Pennant Hills</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>3,839</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Rocks</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2,653</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total urban area</strong></td>
<td>4,801</td>
<td>44,587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total The Hills LGA</strong></td>
<td>5,862</td>
<td>50,929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, The Hills LGA has a proportion of older households similar to that of Greater Sydney, and like Hornsby, this is spread throughout both urban and rural areas. The proportion of older people aged 65 years and over is expected to increase significantly, to 16 per cent of the local population, by 2036, based on DPIE projections.

3.1.3 Demographic trends in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs – key findings

DPIE has prepared a report comparing the ageing population of Hornsby and The Hills\textsuperscript{17}. The report provides analysis of historic population trends from 2001 to 2016, how many people have arrived and departed Hornsby and The Hills between 2011 and 2016, and projected populations to 2036. Key findings include the following:

- There are a similar number of people aged 55 years and older in Hornsby and The Hills – about 40,000 each. However, The Hills has experienced greater growth than Hornsby of people aged 55 years and older since 2001.
- Hornsby, The Hills and the broader MRA each have a greater share of older people than the Greater Sydney Region average but have a lower share than other LGAs in the North District including Ku-ring-gai and Northern Beaches. Combined, the northern and north western suburbs of Greater Sydney have about 277,000 people aged 55 years and older.
- People aged 55-64 years living in Hornsby or The Hills were more likely than people aged 65 years and older to still have children at home, suggesting a preference for larger housing. People aged 65 years and older tended to have smaller household sizes – they lived with their partner only or alone – but were still living in larger homes with three or four bedrooms.
- The age profiles of the MRA, Hornsby and The Hills tend to be characterised by older people and families with young children, while 20-29 year-olds, such as university-aged students and young professionals, tend to live elsewhere in Greater Sydney.

\textsuperscript{16} http://atlas.id.com.au/the-hills

\textsuperscript{17} Hornsby and The Hills Shire ageing population, Economics, Population and Land-use Analytics Branch, DPIE, May 2019
In 2001, Hornsby local government area had about 8,000 more people aged 55 years and older than The Hills. Over the 15 years to 2016, the population of The Hills Shire almost doubled (92%) and now has a similar number of people aged 55 years and older to Hornsby (40,000).

Older people are generally less likely to move house than younger cohorts. If they do move, they generally do not move very far. There was a net loss of 4,000 people aged 55 years and older from Hornsby and The Hills between 2011 and 2016. This represents about one in ten of all residents aged 55 years and older. Those that moved, moved to or from nearby LGAs.

Projections data provided by the DPIE indicate that growth of people over 55 years and older in The Hills is not slowing down. In fact, it is set to almost double to 80,400 by 2036. The Hornsby population aged 55 years and older is projected to increase by 36% to 56,100 by 2036.

3.2 Economic context

As with many other parts of the MRA, land values on the urban-rural fringe of Hornsby and The Hills are primarily influenced by distance and travel time to Sydney Central Business District (the Harbour CBD) rather than the characteristics of the land and its potential for agricultural production\(^{18}\). Speculation about future development potential may also be capitalised into land values on the urban-rural fringe.

AgEconPlus undertook a study in 2017 looking at the economic, environmental and social values of the MRA\(^{19}\). The report, titled *Values of the Metropolitan Rural Area of the Greater Sydney Region*, was commissioned by the GSC and DPIE to inform the District Plans. It looked at the values of public and private land in the MRA including the presence of hazards and constraints such as flood prone land, bushfire prone land and contaminated land.

There are two main agricultural clusters in the Hornsby and The Hills: a multi-use cluster horticulture (vegetable and tree fruits) at Maroota; and part of the multi-use cluster horticulture (vegetable and tree fruits) at Middle Dural, Galston and Arcadia (within the North District). Both the Central City District Plan and North District Plan state that a significant proportion of the rural land in these Districts is under-utilised and has the potential to be used for more productive rural uses.\(^{20}\)

The AgEconPlus report noted that small farms in peri-urban locations such as the MRA now struggle to compete with larger farms in regional areas beyond Greater Sydney. There has been a relocation of commercial fruit and vegetable production to rural areas where land is cheaper and there is easier access to production inputs. Across the private rural zoned land of the MRA, there are only small areas of intensive agricultural uses. The highest value food products are poultry for meat and eggs and mushrooms, while nurseries, cut flowers or cultivated turf are the second most commercially valuable agricultural activity.

---

\(^{18}\) AgEconPlus, *Values of the Metropolitan Rural Area of the Greater Sydney Region*, February 2017

\(^{19}\) ibid

\(^{20}\) Central City District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission(1), March 2018, p.114
Consultation with The Hills Council has indicated that while the amount of agriculturally productive land is declining, the intensity of production and economic contribution of the rural economy is growing.

**Mining and extractive industry**

The MRA has a number of regionally significant mining and extractive industry resources, such as coal, coal seam gas, sand and crushed sandstone. There are valuable extractive industries based on construction material resources in the north and west, with a major concentration of construction sand around Maroota, Maroota South and the northern edge of Glenorie. As noted in both the North and Central City District Plans, sourcing construction materials locally minimises transport requirements and reduces the cost, environmental footprint and social impact of construction, supporting growth in Greater Sydney.

While Maroota, Maroota South and the northern edge of Glenorie are not exposed to the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP (having no rural land adjacent to urban-zoned land), there are some parts of Glenorie which may be potentially impacted by vehicle movements transporting extractive materials.

**Peri-urban activities**

In addition to agriculture, there are opportunities for other economic activities in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, including tourism and recreation. Some tourism activity, such as bed and breakfast establishments, are incentivised by land use planning controls in the project area, by allowing these permitted without development consent. Tourism is often linked to rural activities – with local planning controls specifically encouraging farm-door and roadside-stall sale of agricultural products to the public.
3.3 Environmental context

Much of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby are located on the Hawkesbury Plateau, a large sandstone plateau comprised of a system of hilly ridges and steep gullies. Much of this area is heavily vegetated with existing native bushland and dissected by creek systems. Further to the west within The Hills local government area, the steep areas transition to flatter terrain, although there are still some undulating areas.

The Hills straddles the catchments of the Hawkesbury River and the Upper Parramatta River. The northern rural areas of The Hills drain to the Hawkesbury River. Creeks draining to the Hawkesbury River in the rural areas of The Hills include O’Hara’s Creek, Cattai Creek, Dooral Dooral Creek and Blue Gum Creek.

Most of the Hornsby local government area, including its rural areas, drains to the north into the Berowra Creek, Cowan Creek and Hawkesbury River estuaries.

Better water quality is evident where catchments remain primarily undisturbed, generally in the National Parks and Nature Reserves. Water quality declines downstream of rural and urban settlements. Both Councils have programs in place aimed at improving water quality in their creeks and river systems.

Valuable areas of bushland and remnant vegetation are located within both LGAs. Hornsby contains significant areas of biodiversity, with approximately 67% of the LGA comprising bushland – with important areas of bushland close to the urban-rural fringe. The NPWS Wildlife Atlas indicates that 24 threatened fauna species (seven bats, four other terrestrial mammals, ten birds, two frogs and one reptile) within the bushland of Hornsby Shire and a further ten threatened species occasionally visit.21

The Hills also contains large areas of bushland. The Hills State of the Environment Report 2009-2010 noted that an aerial survey conducted in 2006 reported that around 61 per cent of the total land area in the Shire was bushland. While this figure is likely to have declined over the last 13 years due to urban development, the amount of bushland in the LGA is still likely to be high. The State of Environment Report 2009-2010 also reported that a total of 1473 native species and 337 native vertebrate species had been confirmed in the LGA.22

As with Hornsby, large areas of bushland occur along the urban-rural fringe in areas exposed to the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP.

The importance of these areas of bushland is highlighted in both the North and Central City District Plans. For example, the North District Plan comments that:

Bushland areas protected in national parks and reserves support the District’s significant biodiversity, while bushland and remnant vegetation throughout the District’s urban and rural areas also provide habitat, help cool the environment and support cleaner waterways and air.23

The urban bushland supports opportunities for nature-based recreation, such as walking trails, and enhances liveability. Edge-effect impacts, such as pollution and nutrients from stormwater runoff, weeds, domestic pets, litter and unmanaged or informal recreation trails pose specific threats that need to be managed to ensure areas of bushland are protected.

21 Hornsby Shire Council 2014-2015 Bushland and Biodiversity Annual Report
22 The Hills Shire Council State of Environment Report 2009-2010, p.36
23 North District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018, p.102
The extensive bushland areas which are located in steep gullies, along creeks and dotted across rolling hills create important scenic and cultural landscapes. The District Plans note that continued protection of the scenic and cultural landscapes is important for the sustainability, liveability and productivity of the Districts. Bushland also complements the protection of biodiversity and habitat, helps manage natural hazards and supports tourism, and can also help preserve links to Aboriginal cultural heritage.

At the same time, the steep topography means that development can be costly and therefore less attractive to potential developers of seniors housing. It also means that access and walkability in some areas is difficult, particularly for those with limited mobility. Therefore, it would be less likely to meet the criteria for a SCC set out in the Seniors Housing SEPP.

The steep topography and extensive areas of bushland mean that much of the project area is bushfire prone, as can be seen from Figure 11. This poses particular challenges when providing housing for older people, not only in terms of the siting and design of development, but also evacuation management. Hazard
management requirements, such as asset protection zones required to reduce bushfire risks, are greater for seniors housing than other, less sensitive forms of housing. As noted in the Central City District Plan, *placing developments in hazardous areas or increasing the density of development in areas with limited evacuation options increases risk to people and property.*

Air quality impacts associated with hazard reduction burns also pose health risks for the elderly. There is likely to be an increasing incidence of bushfire hazard due to climate change which is predicted to result in a longer bushfire season with more bushfires.

**Figure 11: Bushfire prone land (Red – Vegetation Category 1, Orange – Vegetation Category 2, Yellow – Vegetation buffer)**

Source: NSW Planning Portal

---

24 Central City District Plan, p.120
3.4 Infrastructure context

The rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills LGAs do not have the same level of infrastructure provision as occurs in the urban areas of Greater Sydney, as can be expected given the lower population, lower population density and more dispersed economic activity in rural areas. In general, rural roads are designed to a lower service level, are not lined with gutters, and reticulated sewerage and water is not available, except in the rural villages.

Utilities
Water and waste water infrastructure is provided by Sydney Water, which has advised that capacity of existing infrastructure to accommodate growth is limited and there are no plans to further augment services in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills LGAs in the foreseeable future. This has led some proponents of seniors housing to look for alternative approaches to managing waste water, including onsite sewerage and pump-out systems, which raise significant challenges for managing local amenity, stemming from the noise and truck movements of sewage pump outs. Sydney Water has provided comments on water and waste water infrastructure, set out in Chapter 5.

Transport
Key road connections through the project area include New Line Road, and Old Northern Road, running north-south, and Annangrove Road and Glenhaven Road, which generally run east-west. Closer to the west of the project area, around Box Hill, Boundary Road and Pitt Town Road are key road connections. When considering an earlier planning proposal for urban development in South Dural, the former RMS concluded that for growth to be accommodated, significant upgrade of the road network would be required. Over $400 million is required for the upgrade of New Line Road and Old Northern Road to cater for traffic associated with population growth.

There are several bus routes that service the project area, providing connections from Dural to Sydney Central Business District, as well as several local connecting routes including Glenorie to Castle Hill, Galston to Pennant Hills Station, Round Corner to Rouse Hill and Maraylya to Castle Hill. Generally speaking, services tend to be more frequent in the morning and evening peak and less frequent (in some cases less than once per hour) in the middle of the day and evening.

Health
Health services are scattered and provide basic primary health care, such as general practice care. The Northern Sydney Local Health District operate Galston Community Health Centre and further from the urban-rural fringe, the Wisemans Ferry Community Health Centre. In addition, some health care services for seniors are provided onsite in many of the larger seniors housing developments.

More broadly, there is a wide range of infrastructure assets and services in the urban areas of Hornsby and The Hills. Importantly, for seniors, this includes Hornsby Ku-ring-gai Hospital at Hornsby, operated by the Northern Sydney Local Health District and The Hills Community Health Centre at Castle Hill, operated by the Western Sydney Local Health District. There are also several private hospitals and clinics in the urban areas of Hornsby and The Hills, including Sydney Adventist Hospital, The Hills Private Hospital and Norwest Private Hospital. The views of both local health districts are recorded in Chapter 5.
**Social and community infrastructure**

Similarly, social infrastructure and services are scattered and are intended to provide a basic level of support. There is a public high school at Galston and a number of primary schools within and adjacent to the project area, including at Annangrove, Arcadia, Galston, Glenhaven, Glenorie, Maraylya and Maroota. Private schools are located at Dural and Kenthurst. There are a number of child care centres, community halls and centres, sportsgrounds and courts throughout the project area. Larger seniors housing development commonly have more recreation and community-hall style facilities provided on site.
4 Analysis of seniors housing development activity and trends

4.1 Development activity

The approvals process for delivering seniors housing on rural land, follows the steps set out below:

1. There must be an application for a SCC. SCC applications are determined by the relevant Planning Panel. SCC applications were previously determined by the DPIE.
2. If an SCC application is approved, a DA is required before a project can proceed.
3. DAs are lodged with the relevant council and are either determined by the council (in most cases) or the relevant planning panel (for larger projects).
4. If the DA is approved, then a project can proceed to construction.

4.1.1 State-wide trends in SCC applications

An analysis of data provided by the DPIE found that 108 SCC applications were lodged state-wide between October 2009 and September 2018, representing an average of 12 per year. A smaller number of applications were lodged between 2009 and 2014 and there was a significant increase in applications after 2015, with between 20 to 30 applications received per year from that time. This is consistent with the broader upward trend in the residential housing market.

Of the 108 applications received, 79 were determined, with 68 (or 86 per cent) approved, three withdrawn and 11 not issued. The remaining 26 applications were under assessment as of March 2019.

Within Greater Sydney, the top three LGAs in terms of the number of potential new seniors housing beds or dwellings facilitated via a SCC were The Hills, Hornsby and Warringah (noting that Warringah has been part of the larger Northern Beaches LGA since 2016).

DPIE data found that many SCC determinations did not lead to development applications or approvals. In relation to SCCs progressing to DAs or to construction/completion, the DPIE data found that, of the 68 SCCs approved across NSW, 20 progressed to a DA that has been approved, is under assessment, or has been built. Of these 20 DAs, 14 developments have been completed and six are under construction. Work undertaken for DPIE estimates that these 20 DAs are likely to result in 1,043 Residential Aged Care Facility (RACF) beds and 1,461 Independent Living Units (ILUs) across NSW.

Overall, seniors housing created using the SCC approval pathway has made a relatively modest contribution to housing supply across NSW.

4.1.2 Overview of seniors housing in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs

Seniors housing in the urban area

In the urban areas of Hornsby, Council records indicate that, during the reporting period, a total of 20 DAs were approved for 464 independent living units (ILUs) and 495 residential aged care facility (RACF) beds. These are located on sites spread throughout the LGA and include two sites that, post 2016 LGA boundary changes, are now located in the City of Parramatta. A further six DAs for 171 ILUs and 102 RACF beds had been lodged but not yet determined as at March 2019.
Ten of the 20 DAs in the Hornsby urban areas have been constructed and completed, with a further eight currently under construction. Only two have not yet proceeded to be developed. The approved ILU developments range in size from small boutique developments of under 10 ILUs up to large developments of over 100 dwellings. Residential aged care facilities generally range in size from 40 to 100 beds.

In the urban areas of The Hills, Council records indicate that during the reporting period a total of 17 DAs were approved for 1,150 ILUs and 982 RACF beds. These are located on sites spread throughout the LGA with around half of the seniors housing sites located in the existing urban areas and the remainder in release areas. Eight of the 17 sites have been constructed and are complete, five are currently under construction or partially completed and the remaining four have not yet commenced construction. As is the case with Hornsby, the developments in The Hills range considerably in size.

This suggests that the housing market is responding to the changing demographics in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs, and that there are opportunities to deliver new seniors housing in the existing urban area, rather than developing in rural land using the SCC pathway.

Developers of seniors housing in the urban areas of The Hills and Hornsby comprise a mix of private and not-for-profit developers. This is consistent with the advice provided by JLL, discussed in Section 4.3.

Seniors housing in the rural area

To establish the level of SCC activity, the following information is based on data provided by The Hills and Hornsby Councils, as well as the DPIE’s SCC database. It presents data on SCC applications and associated DAs received from October 2007, when the SCC process was first introduced, to May 2019 (the reporting period).

It should be noted that a number of seniors housing developments that were built or were approved prior to October 2007 have subsequently sought approval for extensions to those developments through the SCC application process.

Table 3 provides a summary of SCCs approved, refused and under consideration in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills LGAs. In summary, a total of 21 SCC applications have been made in the two LGAs between October 2007 and May 2019, 10 of which have been approved, four refused and seven currently under consideration.

Table 3: Summary of SCCs for Hornsby and The Hills LGAs 2009-2019

|                | HORNSBY | | |                | THE HILLS | | | |
|----------------|---------|---------------------|---------|---------------------|---------|
|                | Total SCCs | No of dwellings/beds | Total SCCs | No of dwellings/beds | | |
|                | ILUs | RACF beds | ILUs | RACF beds | | |
| SCCs approved  | 6  | 550 | 352 | 4  | 297 | 192 | | |
| SCC refused    | 3  | -730 | -260 | 1  | -14 | | | |
| New SCCs under consideration or approved SCCs seeking modification | 4  | 435* | 154* | 3 | 378 | 120 | | |

*Refer to Table 5 for more information on SCCs under consideration.

Figure 12 shows that the majority of SCC applications are clustered around Dural, with smaller clusters around Glenhaven and Galston.
More information on SCCs in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs is included in Appendix 4.

**Figure 12: Location of SCC applications in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs**

Source: Greater Sydney Commission, using data from Hornsby and The Hills Councils
Developers of seniors housing
Developers of seniors housing include both private and not-for-profit sector developers. In the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs the majority of applications for SCCs have been made by private developers. The Anglicare Retirement Villages development at 589-593 and 599-607 Old Northern Rd, Glenhaven (refer Figure 13) is currently the only project in the project area delivered by a not-for-profit organisation.

At the time of reporting, one SCC is under consideration in The Hills, proposed by the Christian Brethren Community Services, a not-for-profit organisation. The role of not-for-profits in providing seniors housing often focuses on the community services and affordability aspects however these matters are outside the scope of this investigation.

Figure 13: Glenhaven Green Retirement Village. Existing village (599-607 Old Northern Rd Glenhaven) outlined in red and area of expansion (589-593 Old Northern Rd Glenhaven) outlined purple
Source: www.nearmap.com

4.1.3 Key development activity findings
A review of recent development activity identified that:

- The number of SCC applications made in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs over recent years has been increasing;
- Prior to the transfer of SCC determination responsibility to the Planning Panels in October 2018, only one SCC application had been refused in Hornsby and The Hills. Since October 2018, the Sydney North Planning Panel has refused three SCC applications, all in Hornsby;
- There has been a low rate of conversion from SCC approvals to DAs;
- Following the issue of SCCs, a number of DAs have been refused. To date, applicants have been successful in appealing to the Land and Environment Court. The reasons for the Court’s decisions in the most recent decisions are discussed in Section 4.2;
- Most applicants for seniors housing in the rural areas are private developers;
• Seniors housing is being delivered across the urban areas of both Hornsby and The Hills and is being undertaken by both private and not-for-profit developers;
• The SCC process has led to an ad-hoc redefinition of the urban-rural fringe and the boundaries of rural villages and can result in thin fingers of urban development protruding into rural areas.

4.1.4 Development characteristics
A summary of the key built form characteristics of the proposals for which SCCs have been issued and which have proceeded to DA stage is provided below.

ILUs generally comprise attached or detached housing ranging from single storey villas up to three storey multi-unit developments. RACFs usually comprise a single multi storey building up to four storeys.

The built form is generally characterised by higher density development which can be in contrast to the local character of adjoining rural or semi-rural uses. Generally, the Seniors Housing SEPP facilitates development forms and densities, in order to provide incentives to developers to deliver seniors housing, and to maintain level walking access for seniors. This can lead to development with extensive site coverage which is inconsistent with local planning objectives to maintain the rural landscape character.

Most seniors housing projects are developed to optimise yield within the development parameters provided in the Seniors Housing SEPP. As a result, they are generally medium density, multi-unit housing complexes with only modest landscaping and deep soil planting. The denser layouts may have reduced the extent of clearing required and enabled protection of important biodiversity areas, however led to development of a more urban character and density. In some cases, the density of seniors housing on rural land is greater than the density of adjacent urban land. For example, the seniors housing development at 93 Glenhaven Road includes four-story residential flat style buildings adjacent to rural land and opposite low density detached residential development.

More detail on the development characteristics of specific seniors housing developments is available in Appendix 5.

4.2 Key issues for SCC and DA assessment

Analysis of SCC assessments and DAs raises several key issues, ascertained from a review of decisions from the Sydney North Planning Panel and the Land and Environment Court.

The Sydney North Planning Panel recently refused three SCC applications in the Hornsby local government area. The subject sites:

• 663-667 Old Northern Rd and 4 Franlee Rd Dural
• 795-821 Old Northern Rd Dural
• 328a, 330-334 Galston Rd, Galston

In the case of the two sites on Old Northern Rd at Dural, the Sydney North Planning Panel refused the SCC applications on the basis that they are not compatible with the existing or future uses of the land surrounding the site, that there is insufficient infrastructure, particularly road infrastructure to support the proposed growth, and that they would result in a development for which the bulk and scale is out of character with the surrounding area.

In the case of the site on Galston Rd, the Sydney North Planning Panel refused the SCC application, characterising the proposal as a dense development with a quasi-suburban layout which had not
demonstrated that it was compatible with surrounding existing and future environment and land uses. The Panel noted that seniors housing on the site may be compatible so long as:

- Stormwater and sewer for increased density can be satisfactorily serviced. The Panel considered that this had not been satisfactorily demonstrated and that it did not consider a pump-out system was satisfactory for this density of development;
- FSR should not exceed 0.2:1 and building height should not exceed 8m to ensure bulk and scale is compatible;
- Built form layout should avoid urban street and residential subdivision pattern;
- Proposal is able to comply with Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006; and
- Adequate setbacks and landscaping are provided towards Galston Rd to demonstrate compatibility with rural setting.

There have been a number of instances where DAs for seniors housing developments for which SCCs have been issued have been refused and have been the subject of appeal in the Land and Environment Court. The most recent of these are:

- 705-717 Old Northern Rd, Dural- Boston Blyth Fleming v Hornsby Shire Council [2018] NSWLEC 1270 (Decision date 7 June 2018) – appeal upheld
- 589-593 Old Northern Rd, Glenhaven - Anglican Community Services v Hornsby Shire Council [2018] NSWLEC 1626 (Decision date 3 December 2018) – appeal upheld
- 3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Road, Dural - Zhiva Living Dural Pty Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council (No 2) [2019] NSWLEC 68 (Decision date 23 May 2018) – appeal dismissed

The main reasons for the Court’s findings in each of these cases are outlined below.

In Boston Blyth Fleming v Hornsby Council Commissioner Walsh noted that the Seniors Housing SEPP is directly contemplating the fact that developments of the form proposed will be different from that which preexists in the site environs. He also noted that it would not be unexpected that there would be instances of inconsistency with the LEP rural zone objectives given that the SEPP, in the interests of its overall goal of encouraging seniors housing, is “setting aside local planning controls” (SEPP cl 2(2)). Having regard to the general weight needing to be given to the SEPP’s objectives, the Commissioner stated that he would not see the proposal’s inconsistency with the zone objective to “maintain the rural landscape character of the land” as being determinative in this matter. In relation to the Council’s contention that the proposal was inconsistent with the North District Plan, the Commissioner wrote as follows:

I acknowledge the serious challenge involved in encouraging (and protecting) productive rural activities at the peri urban fringe, as well as those associated with biodiversity protection in the same areas. In this location, which is at the very edge of the urban footprint, I believe the priority must go to the objectives of the SEPP and its interest in meeting the growing demand for seniors housing and services, including on urban edge sites such as this.

Commissioner Walsh noted that, while the development involved considerable excavation and substantial modification to the landform, this is an appropriate response to balance the achievement of local area compatibility while delivering a substantial scale project which … is in need. In the case of Anglican Community Services v Hornsby Shire Council, the parties reached agreement during conciliation and the Court then upheld the appeal on this basis. This agreement included protection of the
endangered ecological communities of the Blue Gum High Forest and Sydney Turpentine Ironbark Forest together with a 10m buffer. A required fire trail was also to be located outside the ecological habitat buffer.

An expedited appeal was sought for Zhiva Living Dural Pty Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council. The DA was refused on the grounds that the proposed development did not provide for a fire sprinkler system in contravention of clause 55 of the Seniors Housing SEPP.

These decisions highlight the weight given to the aim to “increase the supply and diversity of seniors housing” as set out in the Seniors Housing SEPP relative to other considerations, including cumulative impacts and compatibility with local character. These decisions also highlight particular challenges in addressing the scale and footprint of seniors housing developments in the project area and impacts on the existing rural character. These decisions also highlight challenges in managing environmental impacts, particularly impacts on biodiversity, as well as infrastructure and servicing requirements.

4.3 Market trends

The GSC engaged JLL to undertake a market analysis into the demand and supply of seniors housing delivered under the Seniors Housing SEPP in Greater Sydney, with a particular focus on demand and supply for seniors housing in rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs.\textsuperscript{26} A copy of the report is provided at Appendix A. The key findings of the analysis are discussed below.

Supply/Demand Analysis

The JLL report found that Hornsby and The Hills have a higher than average supply of residential aged care facility (RACF) beds. It found that:

- As at 2019, there were 34 RACFs providing 3,508 beds across Hornsby and The Hills LGAs (in both urban and rural settings).
- This provides 104 beds per 1,000 residents aged 70 and over living in RACFs within the project area.
- With an increasing emphasis on home care options, the Commonwealth Government is targeting only 78 beds per 1,000 residents aged 70 and over by 2022. On this basis, the project area has more than sufficient supply of RACF beds when compared to Commonwealth Government benchmarks and will remain so over the next six years.
- Even without growth in RACF beds in the project area, there will still be 192 beds more than the Commonwealth is targeting in the Hornsby and The Hills LGAs.

JLL also analysed the supply and demand of ILUs across Hornsby and The Hills LGAs. Again, the findings suggest that the project area has a higher than average supply of ILU options for seniors. The report found that:

- As at 2019, there was an estimated 3,481 ILUs in the two LGAs.
- Allowing for an average occupancy of 1.3 persons per unit, approximately 9.2 per cent of the resident population aged 65 and over reside in dedicated retirement units, which is considerably higher than market averages.
- There is a strong pipeline of new seniors housing projects. Given the high level of existing supply together with this pipeline of projects, it is likely that these new developments will be slow to achieve full occupancy or may be deferred or abandoned.

\textsuperscript{26} SEPP Seniors Living Market Report: Hornsby and The Hills Shire LGAs, JLL, May 2018
The JLL report commented that new seniors housing projects currently being marketed in The Hills District are proving slow to sell. This is partly a result of the considerable choice in the market which is impacting sales rates for new product as well as the general downturn in the residential market which is having a flow-on effect to the retirement living market.

Price Point
The JLL report indicated that there is little difference between the price points for ILUs and similar non-retirement products. The report noted:

\[ \text{Price points for retirement living product tend to be aligned with the prevailing house and unit prices in the region with prospective residents needing to sell the family home prior to committing to a retirement option. Retirement living product tends to be in line with similar non-retirement living residential product.}^{27} \]

Interestingly, the report noted that some of the price points of ILUs in rural locations such as Dural were on par with non-rural locations. The report suggested that there is likely to be limited low cost retirement housing available in the two LGA area, pointing to the relatively small number of manufactured home estates in the two LGAs. In other nearby LGAs, such as Blacktown and Central Coast, manufactured home estate contribute to the supply of affordable seniors housing.

Developer interest
Drawing on the findings of the analysis of Council DA data, JLL found that developers of seniors housing are a mix of retirement village owners and operators and residential developers.

Residential developers appear to be most active in rural locations, while traditional retirement village developers, such as the not-for-profit groups, have primarily targeted urban areas. The reasons for this warrant further investigation, particularly if the SCC pathway has created an incentive for residential developers that does not necessary reflect the housing demand that the not-for-profit providers respond to.

JLL noted that a number of registered clubs in Hornsby and The Hills have also seen an opportunity to add value and further commercialise their landholdings by undertaking seniors housing development using the SCC process.

Given the general downturn in the residential market, JLL expects that the majority of interest for seniors housing will be for small boutique projects. Notably, the report states that:

\[ \text{The larger developments in the pipeline and proposed in rural locations are expected to struggle to achieve sufficient pre-commitments to progress to construction.}^{28} \]

Financial considerations
There are a number of risks that are particular to seniors housing that potentially impact the viability of traditional retirement villages. These are summarised as follows:

- Pre-commitments for retirement villages are difficult to attract as:
  - retirees are less likely to pre-commit to development

\[^{27}\text{Ibid, p.4} \]
\[^{28}\text{Ibid} \]
• Retirement villages have a smaller potential market for pre-commitments.
• Retirees usually have to sell the family home before purchasing a unit.

• The Retirement Villages Act 1999 protects incoming residents, only requiring a modest deposit for strata units of around $1,000 and it is relatively easy for prospective buyers to get out of a commitment to buy. The difficulty in securing sales up-front means that it is much more difficult for seniors housing developers to get debt funding from financial institutions.

• Sales rates in retirement villages are slow and the time taken to achieve full occupancy can be significant. Vertical villages are particularly problematic as they cannot be staged in line with demand for units and low sales rates.

• The cost of a retirement unit does not always cover the expensive upfront provision of community facilities. Deferred management fees, which are paid on exit, are relied on to help to recoup the upfront costs of facilities as well as provide for ongoing maintenance/management of the village.

• Building costs tend to be considerably higher than similar residential developments as:
  – communal areas are more extensive
  – hallways and other common areas are typically larger to cater for older residents.

• Typical units are larger and costs may not be fully recoverable in the upfront sales price of units.

Rural versus urban settings

The JLL report examined the financial feasibility of seniors housing developments in rural settings versus those in urban settings. It found that, while rural locations may provide opportunities to develop seniors housing on lower cost land, demand in most rural areas is modest which may negate any advantage of lower land costs. The report indicated that developments in rural locations are not necessarily more financially feasible than urban settings. While there is likely to be some demand for retirement living in attractive areas with desirable characteristics, the number of retirees looking for this type of product will remain small. The report notes:

JLL has not seen increased interest from well-established retirement village owners and operators in securing sites in rural areas of Hornsby or The Hills Shire. The market is currently well supplied with retirement communities and these operators are expected to focus on regions of Greater Sydney that have an under-supply of existing product together with strong growth fundamentals.

Notwithstanding, the report acknowledges that The Hills LGA has strong growth fundamentals in terms of overall population growth and growth in its 65 and over age group. Both LGAs have a relatively high proportion of residents aged 55-64 years as at the 2016 Census, with these residents expected to fuel demand for retirement living over the next few years.
4.4 Demographic analysis

Population projections provided by the DPIE indicate that the growth of people aged 55 years and older in The Hills Shire is not slowing down, set to almost double to 80,400 by 2036. The Hornsby population aged 55 years and older is projected to increase by 36% to 56,100 by 2036.29 Clearly, this growth in the ageing population presents significant challenges, not only in ensuring adequate housing but also access to a range of health and social services.

Seniors housing developments in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills have played only a modest role in meeting housing demand in those LGAs. This is demonstrated in Table 4 which shows the number of ILUs and RACF beds that have been approved, constructed since October 2007 or are under construction in the urban areas compared to the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills.

Table 4: ILUs and RACF beds with development consent, under construction or completed – comparison between urban and rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HORNSBY</th>
<th>THE HILLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILUs with development consent, under construction or complete</td>
<td>RACFs (no of beds) with development consent, under construction or complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Areas</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Areas</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The JLL report (discussed in Section 4.3) points to there being a strong pipeline of new seniors housing projects in Hornsby and The Hills and that there may even be an oversupply of seniors housing developments in the short term. The 2018 PwC/Property Council Retirement Census also found that across Australia, there is a significant pipeline of new units coming to the market over the next four years (around 2,000 units per year).30

Notwithstanding the likelihood that there may be an oversupply in the short term, there is a need to plan for sufficient supply and a range of housing choice to meet the needs of the population of Hornsby and The Hills as it ages. This demand is best addressed as part of the housing continuum so that the role of seniors housing can be considered in a broader context, within the framework of a local housing strategy. DPIE have prepared guidelines for local housing strategies which note that housing for particular needs will need to be considered in the development of a local housing strategy, including housing for seniors and people with a disability31.

Seniors housing faces a number of specific challenges that often make it more costly and less feasible to develop than other types of housing. As detailed in the JLL report, there are a number of risks potentially impacting the viability of traditional retirement villages that are different to risks associated with residential development. The protections afforded to incoming residents under the Retirement Villages Act result in

---

29 DPIE, op.cit. p.7
limited security to developers which in turn makes it more difficult to obtain debt funding. This situation is exacerbated by sales rates for retirement villages which tend to be slower than other residential products resulting in higher holding costs for unoccupied units.

The Seniors Housing SEPP is intended to help address these challenges by putting in place planning mechanisms that help facilitate seniors housing development. The extent to which the SEPP achieves this aim is not known and is not the subject of this report. However, informal advice from JLL suggests that many seniors housing developments in the urban areas of Hornsby and The Hills have not relied on the Seniors SEPP in obtaining development approval.

On the other hand, the developers and peak industry groups who were consulted supported the continuation of the SEPP although it was generally agreed that many of the provisions are outdated and the SEPP warrants substantive review.

The Seniors Housing SEPP provides incentives, including the SCC pathway, that aim to increase the overall supply of seniors housing. It is noted that while facilitating increased overall supply is important for maintaining the affordability of seniors housing, the Seniors Housing SEPP does not include specific requirements for the provisions of affordable seniors housing. While an SCC can activate development of rural land in a similar way to a rezoning to a residential zone, it is noted that the SCC pathway is not subject to the Affordable Rental Housing Targets viability tests that would otherwise apply.
5 Stakeholder insights

5.1 Overview

As part of the investigation, targeted consultation was undertaken with key NSW government agencies and service providers, peak industry bodies and selected developers of seniors housing active in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs. All of those consulted were identified by the PCG to have a direct responsibility and/or interest in seniors housing development in the project area. Those consulted were:

- **Agencies and service providers**
  - NSW Rural Fire Service
  - Office of Environment and Heritage
  - Office of Fair Trading
  - NSW Health – Western Sydney Local Health District (WSLHD) and North Sydney Local Health District (NSLHD)
  - Department of Primary Industries – Agriculture
  - Transport for NSW - Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
  - Sydney Water

- **Developers**
  - Anglican Community Services
  - Aveo
  - Stockland
  - Living Choice Australia

- **Peak industry bodies**
  - Aged and Community Services Association of NSW and ACT (ACSA)
  - Retirement Living Council (Property Council)
  - Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA)

Developers consulted were a sample of those active in the project area and are not exhaustive. Stakeholders were contacted by phone and email and asked a series of targeted questions relevant to their particular responsibilities or interest in seniors housing, summarised as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAKEHOLDERS</th>
<th>KEY AREAS OF INQUIRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Agencies and service providers| • Impacts on infrastructure and service provision  
                                  • Environmental impacts and risks e.g. bushfire, flooding, loss of biodiversity  
                                  • Emergency management  
                                  • Impact on agricultural production  
                                  • Access to services and levels of service in the project area  
                                  • Social impacts of the Seniors Housing SEPP  
                                  • Benefits of the Seniors Housing SEPP  
                                  • Cumulative impacts of development approved under the Seniors Housing SEPP  
                                  • Consultation during SCC process |
## 5.2 Stakeholder comments

Comments were received from all of the developers, all but one of the NSW government agencies and two of the three peak bodies, based in part from the targeted questions put to them. Written responses either via formal submission or email were provided by each of the developers as well as the Office of Environment and Heritage, Western Sydney Local Health District, Department of Primary Industries – Agriculture, Roads and Maritime Services and ACSA. Meetings were held with the NSW Rural Fire Service, the Western Sydney Local Health District and the UDIA. Sydney Water and the North Sydney Local Health District provided feedback over the phone.

Key issues raised are summarised below.

### 5.2.1 Feedback from government agencies and service providers

Feedback from NSW Government agencies and service providers is summarised as follows:

**Provision of infrastructure (Sydney Water, RMS)**

Seniors housing in the rural areas presents particular challenges for forward planning of infrastructure. Unlike development of housing in release areas which generally occurs sequentially allowing service agencies to align the delivery of infrastructure with development, seniors housing in rural areas is more haphazard. As a result, future planning for the provision of infrastructure such as water, sewer and roads does not taken account of seniors housing in the rural areas.

The issue of adequate sewerage is one that is commonly highlighted for seniors development in the rural areas. There is little capacity to accommodate growth in the project area. Sydney Water has completed its priority sewerage program for the villages of Glenorie and Galston and has no plans to further augment services in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills in the foreseeable future. On-site sewerage systems can be problematic for large developments, as they may require frequent and costly pump-outs. There is a need for regular on site monitoring and maintenance.

The requirement to undertake cumulative impact assessment for new seniors housing developments in the rural areas is supported. However, RMS suggested that it may be appropriate to expand the assessment requirements under the Seniors Housing SEPP to include consideration of existing seniors housing.
Both Sydney Water and RMS agreed that there are benefits in being consulted early in the seniors housing development process.

**Hazards** (Office of Environment and Heritage, NSW Rural Fire Service)
Seniors housing is classified as a ‘vulnerable’ land use and therefore it is critical that there is a detailed assessment of hazards and risks for any new developments. This is particularly the case where developments are proposed in or adjacent to bushfire prone land or flood prone land. Ideally, development should be located outside the extent of direct and indirect impacts of the PMF flood extent.

Comprehensive guidance is available to assist developers in assessing flood and bushfire risk.

**Health services** (NSLHD, WSLHD)
Both the NSLHD and the WSLHD noted that where seniors housing is located in more remote locations, this can put some pressure on the provision of public health services in terms of distances and time involved in travelling to/from facilities. Similarly, hospitalisation means greater distances for ambulances to travel and for transport to/from outpatient services.

The provision of local GPs, medical centres, pharmacies etc is generally market driven. Where new communities are developed, the market usually responds by providing services nearby. However, this is not necessarily the case in parts of western Sydney where there is a shortage of GPs and other medical providers, or in rural areas where there is insufficient critical mass for a market-led response.

Increasing innovation in the provision of health care services may benefit seniors living in remote locations.

The WSLHD raised concern that health services associated with a seniors housing development may be promised but ultimately not delivered. For example, a nursing home promoted as part of a development may not get approval for the number of beds proposed and therefore may not go ahead, which may place additional pressure on existing nursing home services.

**Social impacts** (WSLHD)
The WSLHD noted that locating seniors housing in rural areas may undermine social cohesion and increase social isolation. Instead, there are many benefits of integration and ‘ageing in place’ - it is easier for friends and relatives to visit, residents are located close to services and facilities and they are part of the community at large. It is preferable for there to be a range of well-designed housing that is located in existing areas that allow seniors to:

- stay in the area they know with good access to transport, local facilities and activities; and
- age in place, because the housing is capable of being modified for varying levels of disability.

Another issue raised was access to services. Semi-rural and rural communities generally have less access to public transport, diverse employment opportunities, social infrastructure, and a wide range of human services.

Public transport is the preferred means of transport. Gradient is important. From the seniors housing front entrance to transport it should be flat and even. There should be rest stops every 50 metres.

Although the WSLHD acknowledged the benefits of seniors housing in rural areas, such as attractive amenity and safe environment, but considers these do not outweigh negative impacts.
Traffic (RMS)

RMS advised that there are currently no major issues regarding transport and traffic regarding seniors housing within The Hills and Hornsby Council LGAs. Key transport issues for seniors housing were:

- safe vehicle, freight and pedestrian access to/from the development
- safe walking paths to/from public transport services
- availability of private/public transport services (covered in the Seniors Housing SEPP)
- design to accommodate ambulance service requirements

RMS noted that, because seniors housing DAs are received in isolation, it is difficult to determine cumulative impacts of multiple seniors housing developments and mitigate those impacts in any particular region. The ad hoc nature of seniors housing developments in rural areas and the associated difficulty in factoring such development into strategic planning outputs makes it difficult to determine regional traffic impacts. Levying for contributions towards regional infrastructure upgrades is therefore unlikely to be feasible.

Agriculture (DPI Agriculture, WSLHD)

Agricultural production in the Sydney Basin has been declining over recent years. Stakeholders reiterated the concerns about productive capacity of agricultural land being lost or diminished in favour of housing. Land use conflicts between agriculture and housing (arising from issues such as crop spraying and odour) are also impacting on the viability of farms.

There are a large number of nurseries and flower growers in the area. The loss of these through inappropriate adjacent development would mean that these products would have to be brought in from other areas of the state or Australia or imported.

DPI Agriculture suggested that their document *Buffer Zones to Reduce Land Use Conflict with Agriculture – An Interim Guideline* and NSW Government’s *Right to Farm policy*, be considered.

5.2.2 Feedback from developers

Feedback from developers has been grouped into two main theses: benefits and challenges.

Benefits of developing seniors housing in rural areas

Developers consulted identified a range of benefits associated with developing seniors housing in rural areas, including:

- financial feasibility – land cost is lower than in urban areas where retirement providers find it difficult to compete with residential developers. Also, single-level ‘villa-style’ homes are significantly less expensive to build than multi-story apartment buildings on a square metre basis;
- lower risk as developments can be staged;
- larger land parcels enable the development of integrated retirement villages, offering housing choice, community and recreation facilities and health services;
- construction costs are lower and construction impacts on neighbours more manageable; and
- the lifestyle offer aligns with retirees’ lifestyle aspirations. The relatively high cost of urban land and zoning rules limits the ability of developers to provide this same lifestyle offering in an urban setting.
Developers were questioned about the demands of buyers who might be considering moving to seniors housing in rural areas. Attractive features for retirees include low rise/walkable village, ability to have garden/open space, ability to keep pets, peaceful bushland/semi-rural character, living close to family and friend network, spare room for friends/family to stay and dwelling design. Many people move to seniors housing from within the local area, enabling them to stay connected to their existing community. People are also looking to downsize from the family home to a more manageable residence and access their equity in requirement. Other benefits include:

- improved security;
- strong community and relationships within the village to avoid social isolation;
- modern, accessible and adaptable village and home design; and
- access to support services providing the ability to ‘age in place’.

**Challenges**

While land costs can be less on a per unit basis in comparison to urban properties, this is generally a reflection of more onerous planning constraints and additional costs incurred in developing on rural sites, for example, external infrastructure and utility connection to the village.

Recent uncertainty with the SCC process was identified as another challenge. Living Choice stated that the State Government is now looking at other issues in addition to the required criteria which is making the SCC process very uncertain. A number of entities applying for SCCs in The Hills LGA are speculative developers using the SCC provisions as a mechanism to increase the value of landholdings in the rural areas before selling them onto a provider. This is inflating land costs. It was suggested that legislation be amended to require that SCC applications are only made by seniors housing operators / providers.

This comment is supported by the low rates of SCC approvals converting to DAs.

**Other issues**

Retirement village units in rural areas may not always be less expensive for buyers than those in urban areas. Lifestyle requirements in rural villages can mean that retirement dwellings in rural settings are equally priced to dwellings in urban areas. This is because single-level dwellings are more space consumptive than multi storey retirement options, and the facilities on offer may be much more substantial in rural settings.

Indeed, there may be a shortfall in supply of retirement units in the coming years to meet increasing demand.

**5.2.3 Feedback from peak industry bodies**

The feedback from peak industry bodies stressed that it is critical to understand the housing needs of older people. A diversity of housing types which are accessible, and which enable people to ‘age in place’ is needed. Local government zoning restrictions, other government policies and opposition by local residents are impacting on the ability to deliver seniors housing.

The economics of seniors housing is different from standard residential. It is essentially a discounted product and access to lower cost rural land makes it more viable to deliver seniors housing.

There is significant demand for seniors housing, and this is growing exponentially. The government should be encouraging a wide range of seniors living product and looking at incentives to make this happen. Apart from baby boomers, more people are likely to be renting seniors housing in the future. There is a need to look at alternative models for the delivery of seniors housing.
Vertical villages are not viable and only really work for social housing providers, as the additional floorspace bonuses are insufficient. The 10% affordable housing requirement under the SEPP outweighs any benefits arising from bonus provisions.

If councils do not want seniors housing to be developed in rural areas, then they need to look at mechanisms to make it more viable in urban areas.

Seniors Housing SEPP needs to be reviewed as it is out of date with other planning initiatives (e.g. medium density housing code) and broader societal changes. However, many elements of the policy are still appropriate and should be retained.

The changes made to the SEPP last year appear to address a lot of the concerns of the councils regarding inappropriate development in the rural areas. It is unclear why there is a need to consider further change.

The notion that seniors living should be compatible with rural character is flawed and results in mediocre architectural outcomes. Instead, developments should be required to exhibit design excellence.

The feedback received from government agencies, developers and peak industry bodies has informed the discussion in Chapter 6.

5.2.4 Key findings

Key findings from the stakeholder engagement include:

- Water and waste water infrastructure has little capacity to accommodate growth in the project area and there no plans to further augment services in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills in the foreseeable future;
- The ad hoc nature of seniors housing developments in rural areas and the difficulty in factoring such development into strategic planning outputs in turn makes it difficult to determine regional traffic impacts. Levying for contributions towards regional infrastructure upgrades is therefore unlikely to be feasible;
- While land costs can be less on a per unit basis in comparison to urban properties, this is generally a reflection of more onerous planning constraints and additional costs incurred in developing on rural sites, for example, external infrastructure and utility connection to the village;
- A number of entities applying for SCCs in The Hills LGA are speculative developers using the SCC provisions as a mechanism to increase the value of landholdings in the rural areas before selling them onto a provider. This is inflating land costs;
- There is significant demand for seniors housing and this is growing. There are opportunities to consider encouraging a wide range of seniors housing products and looking at incentives to make this happen; and
- Mechanisms to make developing seniors housing more viable in the urban areas could potentially reduce some of the pressure to develop seniors housing in rural areas.
6 Investigation findings

6.1 Impact on rural values and local character

The rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills LGAs have a wide range of environmental, social and economic values. They contain farms; rural towns and villages; rural residential developments; heritage, scenic and cultural landscapes; mineral resources; and locations for recreation and tourism. They also contain large areas of high environmental value as well as areas where natural hazards need to be well managed. A discussion of the impact of seniors housing developments on the values of the rural areas is provided below.

6.1.1 Rural character impacts

Both the North District Plan and the Central City District Plan emphasise the importance of the scenic and cultural landscapes of the rural areas. The North District Plan notes:

Continued protection of the North District’s scenic and cultural landscapes is important for the sustainability, liveability and productivity of the District. It can complement the protection of biodiversity and habitat, help manage natural hazards and support tourism. Protecting scenic and cultural landscapes can also help preserve links to Aboriginal cultural heritage.32

Similar matters are echoed in the Central City District Plan regarding that District’s rural lands.

Both Hornsby and The Hills Councils have expressed concern that the development of seniors housing in the rural areas is diminishing the scenic and cultural landscapes referred to in the District Plans. In essence, they consider that the seniors housing that is being developed is of an urban character, bypassing strategic planning processes and is not compatible with surrounding rural land uses. To exemplify this, The Hills Shire has provided aerial photos of the 15 year progression of one retirement village in Glenhaven, as a case study. This is shown below in Figure 14. What is evident from this case study is the change over time from rural landscape to a more intense urban character characterised by extensive hard surfaces, lack of landscaping and loss of original vegetation. The aerial photos also demonstrate how the agricultural activity has been lost over time and replaced with housing.

---

32 North District Plan, p.105
Figure 14: 15 year progression of retirement village at Glenhaven

Note: The solid yellow line shows the boundary of the land with an approved SCC, while the broken yellow line shows the proposed extension of this area, as at the time of reporting in early 2019.
Part of the Councils’ concern regarding the impact on rural character relates to the scale of development. Up until the recent changes to the Seniors Housing SEPP, developers were able to amalgamate landholdings and develop this additional land for seniors housing. While this loophole was closed with the amendments to the Seniors Housing SEPP in October 2018, the opportunity for developers to amalgamate lots before seeking a SCC remains. A recent example of this within The Hills LGA in Dural, where three rural lots shown in Figure 15 were amalgamated prior to submitting an application for a SCC, effectively allowing for further encroachment along the urban fringe.

Figure 15: Recent amalgamation of lots for Site Compatibility Certificate, Dural

Source: The Hills Shire Council
For the purposes of this investigation, Hornsby and The Hills undertook an assessment of rural land within their LGAs that is likely to meet the criteria of “land that adjoins land zoned primarily for urban purposes” under the Seniors Housing SEPP. The purpose of this assessment was to determine the magnitude of rural land could theoretically be developed for seniors housing.

Hornsby Council estimated that the provisions of the SEPP would apply to almost 200 hectares of rural zoned land, across six locations. Applying an indicative density of 20 self-care dwellings per hectare would mean potential for almost 4,000 dwellings.

The Hills Council estimated that the provisions of the SEPP would apply to approximately 550 hectares of rural land across seven locations and therefore potentially developable for the purposes of seniors housing. Using an indicative density of 20 self-care dwellings per hectare, there could be theoretical potential for 11,000 seniors housing dwellings.

While a number of assumptions have been made in determining this potential yield, both Councils consider the estimates to be conservative. The scale of this theoretical capacity is equivalent to three new suburbs, which is at odds with the stated objectives for the MRA in the GSRP and District Plans. This scale of development would profoundly change the character of their rural areas and significantly diminish its rural character. It is noted that this scale of urban development is comparable to a precinct within a major release areas but is not subject to the associated forward planning and coordinated infrastructure provision necessary to deliver release areas.

6.2 Economic impacts

Investigations have found that there are three main economic impacts that arise from allowing seniors development activity to occur in the rural areas:

- Increase in land values, which may price productive rural industries out of the area;
- Under-utilisation of land for rural purposes and less investment in productive rural industries; and
- Land use conflicts between rural activities and seniors housing.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that where the Seniors Housing SEPP applies to land that adjoins land that is zoned for urban purposes, landowners’ expectations regarding their land value is much higher than is the case for other rural land. Retirement village developer, Living Choice, noted as part of the stakeholder engagement for this report that:

... land in non-urban areas still fetches a price far exceeding underlying rural values. For instance, LCA [Living Choice Australia] has spent $24.7M acquiring 4.8 hectares of land to facilitate the planned extension of their Glenhaven facility (which equates to a rate of $509 per sqm of land) which are clearly not rural land values.

This situation is leading to land-banking of those sites where seniors housing development can potentially occur. The opportunity to consolidate land parcels to create even larger holdings that could be developed for seniors housing also encourages further land banking to occur. The result is that many rural properties adjoining urban zoned land are being left idle or are being under-utilised. This in turn undermines the viability
of productive rural industries. This conclusion supports the findings of AgEconPlus, who noted that a large proportion of rural land in the MRA was vacant or under-utilised\textsuperscript{33}.

The Seniors Housing SEPP requires a planning panel to consider “the likely future uses of that land” when assessing an application for an SCC (refer to clause 25(5)(b)(ii)). In discussing the challenges of this consideration, The Hills Council noted that SCC determinations have overlooked the potential future economic uses of rural land, such as agriculture, where agricultural activity has recently ceased. This also potentially creates an incentive to halt agricultural production before an application for an SCC is lodged, so that agriculture can be disregarded or diminished as a “likely future use” in the assessment of an SCC application.

Another issue raised in relation to impacts on the agricultural productivity of these rural areas is the increasing prevalence of land use conflicts. In feedback provided by the former NSW Department of Industry – Agriculture it was noted that, over the years, the encroachment of seniors housing developments into the established rural areas is likely to have resulted in sufficient impacts on agricultural producers to reduce production or close it down altogether. In the recent Land and Environment Court proceedings relating to 3 Quarry Rd and 4 Vineys Rd, Dural, Hornsby Council contended that agricultural activities that occur on the adjoining property would result in unacceptable land use conflicts. The Court did not make a determination on this issue as the appeal was dismissed on the issue of the application not providing a sprinkler system as required under the SEPP.

The GSRP notes that it is important to retain, and where possible, increase opportunities for agricultural and horticultural uses to keep fresh foods available locally. While agricultural activity in the broader MRA has diminished significantly over recent years, there is a strong commitment in the GSRP to protecting and enhancing agricultural production and rural industries in the rural areas. However, there is no explicit requirement in the Seniors Housing SEPP to consider the existing and potential agricultural viability of the land when determining whether a SCC application should be approved.

### 6.3 Social impacts

Both Hornsby and The Hills Councils as well as the Western Sydney Local Health District have raised concerns regarding the social impacts of developing seniors housing in rural areas. These concerns particularly relate to issues of social isolation, lack of integration with the broader community, difficulties associated with accessing services and the lack of walkability.

While the Seniors Housing SEPP sets out requirements for access to facilities, including a requirement that seniors housing is located within 40m from of a public transport service, the experience of many seniors housing developments on large sites on the urban-rural fringe means that many dwellings would be located well in excess of 400m from a bus stop.

At the same time, there can be many social benefits for residents living in a retirement village in a rural setting. These benefits, such as strong community and relationships within the village, are detailed in the responses received from aged care developers and summarised in Section 5.2.

It is a policy objective of the Commonwealth Government to support people to ‘age in place’ in their own home\textsuperscript{34} and the GSRP promotes a mix housing that allows people to relocated within their local area and stay connected to community services, family and friends. This extends to people who live on the fringes of

\textsuperscript{33} AgEconPlus, *Values of the Metropolitan Rural Area of the Greater Sydney Region*, February 2017, page 6
\textsuperscript{34} https://agedcare.health.gov.au/programs/commonwealth-home-support-programme
Greater Sydney’s urban areas who should be able to ‘age in place’ in these same areas provided that there is adequate access to a broad range of support services. Giving people housing choices is one of the key directions of the GSRP and recognises the diversity of housing that is required across the housing continuum.

One of the four performance indicators the Commission has developed to help track the implementation of the Region and District Plans is a measurement of walkability. This measure considers both the walkability of the built environment and the amount of walking activity undertaken. The Pulse of Greater Sydney acknowledges the importance of walkability for liveability and health outcomes:

The key factors influencing walkability are the density and variety of land use mix and street connectivity such as the number of intersections or crossings per square kilometre. Other factors include the amenity of the street environment (shade, tree canopy, low-speed streets), wide footpaths and facilities (seats, water fountains).

A 20-minute walk built into a person’s daily routine reduces the risk of early death by 22 per cent and increases a person’s mental health by 33 per cent. To improve opportunities to walk and cycle, places need safe, convenient and direct access to mixed-use centres and public transport.

Walking distances from dwellings to open space is an important part of liveability, particularly in areas of higher density. Open space networks such as the Greater Sydney Green Grid provide safe and convenient walking and cycling links to local centres, transport hubs and recreation.

6.4 Environmental impacts

The Seniors Housing SEPP sets out design principles and development standards to support good design and manage environmental impacts. These includes design principles for neighbourhood amenity and streetscape, accessibility and stormwater. These design principles and development standards are described in greater detail in Appendix 1.

In deciding whether to issue a SCC, the relevant Planning Panel must consider whether the proposal is compatible with the natural environment, including significant environmental values, resources or hazards. It must also consider the impact that the proposed development is likely to have on the conservation and management of any significant native vegetation. These considerations are weighed against other matters, under the Seniors Housing SEPP, including the aim to increase the supply and diversity of seniors housing and the scope to set aside local planning controls that prevent appropriate seniors housing.

There are a number of potential adverse environmental impacts that can occur as a result of seniors housing developments in the rural areas. Along with native vegetation clearing that may be required to accommodate the development, the built form and site coverage controls result in large areas of hard surfaces and minimal deep-soil landscaping, which in turn result in reduced tree canopy and increased stormwater runoff. The effect of this can add to nutrient loads downstream in the Hawkesbury River.

While the Seniors Housing SEPP does not apply to areas identified as “environmentally sensitive land”, discussions with stakeholders have revealed a lack of clarity as to whether this definition of environmentally sensitive land includes areas which have a rural zone and are also affected by an additional local provision for terrestrial biodiversity, noting that both the Hornsby LEP 2013 and The Hills LEP 2012 use an additional local provision for terrestrial biodiversity.

35 The Pulse of Greater Sydney, Greater Sydney Commission, July 2019, page 18
There are also increased risks associated with seniors housing developments in the rural areas. As noted in Section 3.3, many of the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills are prone to bushfires. Hazard reduction burning is an appropriate technique for managing the risk of bushfire, however, smoke and particles from hazard reduction burns can impact air quality, which in turn can have health impacts for seniors.

Urban design guidelines for infill seniors housing were developed in 2004 and are available on the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment website. These design guidelines however apply only to infill seniors housing on urban zoned land. There are no design guidelines in place to specifically address environmental impacts in a rural context, which could provide direction on tree canopy cover, deep soil landscaping and setbacks.

One of the four performance indicators the Commission has developed to help track the implementation of the Region and District Plans is a measurement of tree canopy cover in the urban area. Increasing tree canopy in the urban area is one way to improve amenity and address urban heat, as well as enhance place-making. Since commencing this investigation councils now have access to mapping of tree canopy and heat vulnerability at a fine grain geography to assist in place-based planning approaches.

### 6.5 Infrastructure provision

The GSRP places considerable emphasis on the importance of aligning infrastructure with growth in a planned and coordinated fashion. It notes that:

> Effectively aligning infrastructure with growth requires a methodical and sequenced approach to development. It requires a whole-of-government approach and a place-based understanding of sequencing of infrastructure delivery. This enables planning to support infrastructure alignment with areas of growth and transformation before additional areas are rezoned and ready for development. This new approach supports the appropriate growth and infrastructure being provided at the right time.\(^\text{36}\)

Both Hornsby and The Hills Councils have raised concerns that the ad hoc development of seniors housing in the rural areas does not allow for a methodical and sequenced approach to development and is putting pressure on infrastructure, as it cannot be foreshadowed by State and local infrastructure and service providers and does not result in the critical mass to support efficient infrastructure investment. It is resulting in growth but without appropriate planning to ensure infrastructure is aligned.

This concern of how differently housing in land release areas and seniors housing proposals are treated is exemplified by the experience with the South Dural precinct (in Hornsby LGA). A Planning Proposal was submitted in late 2013 on behalf of the South Dural Resident and Ratepayers Association to rezone the precinct for urban purposes, with the potential to provide 2,500-3,000 new dwellings. This was considered before the GSRP and the North District Plan were in place, and the South Dural Planning Proposal received Gateway Determination in March 2014 subject to, amongst other things, the preparation of an infrastructure strategy plan to demonstrate that the development could be undertaken at “no cost to government”.

Transport studies undertaken by RMS and developers in the South Dural catchment identified traffic congestion as one of the key obstacles to growth of the scale proposed in 2013. The studies indicated that substantial upgrade of the Old Northern Road and New Line Road would be required prior to any significant

\(^{36}\) Greater Sydney Region Plan, p.39
development occurring in the area. RMS estimated the cost for the two road upgrades would exceed $300 million. The South Dural Resident and Ratepayers Association offered to contribute $150 million towards these upgrades however this offer was not accepted by the RMS. In the absence of guaranteed cost recovery from the development, the DPIE concluded that the Planning Proposal could not proceed.

While the urban development of the South Dural Precinct has not proceeded, the area has been the subject of a number of seniors housing development proposals which have sought to rely on the SCC process to obtain approval, circumventing the planning proposal pathway. This effectively means that the area could potentially become developed for urban purposes through the Seniors Housing SEPP but without the orderly planning and provision of infrastructure that would have been a requirement of the South Dural Planning Proposal. Further, there is no opportunity to negotiate contributions towards the provision of regional infrastructure upgrades unlike the offer that was made by the South Dural Resident and Ratepayers Association as part of the Planning Proposal. This would seem entirely contrary to the notion of orderly and economic development.

While the impacts from existing seniors housing developments in the rural areas may not be as significant as the infrastructure requirements of growth areas, the potential capacity of infrastructure in rural areas to accommodate further seniors housing developments raises major implications for the future provision of infrastructure to service these developments. The relatively small nature of seniors housing development, when compared to precincts within a greenfield Growth Area, also mean they often lack the critical mass to require investment in new and upgraded infrastructure.

Rate revenue is a major source of funding for local infrastructure. In NSW rates are based on the unimproved land value, and different rate structures are applied for residential land, business land, mining land and farm land. While the SCC process does not amend the zoning of land from rural to residential, it is unclear if sites with an approved SCC are rated as “farmland” or “residential land”. Clarification of this could be considered as part of any further investigation led by the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment.

Other concerns raised by the Councils with respect to infrastructure provision include:

- **The reliance on pump-out systems to treat wastewater is inappropriate** - During stakeholder consultation Sydney Water advised that its priority sewerage program for Galston and Glenorie is now complete and that there are no plans at this stage to upgrade other locations in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills. Where there is no scope for a development (seniors housing or otherwise) to connect to the sewer, a pump out system is usually required. For a larger seniors housing developments, this would mean that trucks would need to frequently visit the site and stand for a considerable amount of time pumping effluent from tanks. There is also a need to have someone on site to monitor and maintain the system. To highlight this issue, the following extract is provided from Hornsby Council’s assessment report for 392 Galston Road & 5 Mid-Dural Road, Galston (DA/484/2011), considered by the Joint Regional Planning Panel, which outlines the waste water generated by the 76 dwellings:

  "The proposed development would generate 25, 080 litres of waste water per day. The maximum tanker vehicle is 30,000 litres. The proposed 100,320 litre storage tank would require pump out collection 4 times per week. The pump-out takes 1 hour and 10 minutes for a 30,000 litre pump out. The cost is approximately $2.40 per 100 litres amounting to $720 per pump out."
The yearly cost for residents of the development would be approximately $150,000 per year on this basis.

Based on the above details, the approved development would require a tanker vehicle extracting effluent on site for almost six hours over a one week period. The pump out process has the potential to adversely impact on the amenity of residents in terms of noise, odour and inconvenience. The system is also not cost effective and results in substantial operating costs for residents. In addition, if the tanks are not properly maintained, there is a risk of seepage or overflow of sewage into nearby waterways.

Sydney Water emphasised that the question of whether a pump out solution is appropriate for a development needs to be determined in the pre-planning stage.

It is likely that the cost and other impacts of pump-out system on residents of a seniors housing development would eventually lead to calls for Sydney Water to provide reticulated sewerage, which may need to be weighed against other infrastructure priorities.

- The cumulative impact of seniors housing on infrastructure in rural areas is not appropriately addressed in the Seniors Housing SEPP - As noted in Appendix 1 to this report, the Seniors Housing SEPP was amended in October 2018 to require that a SCC application be accompanied by a cumulative impact study where it applies to a parcel of land which is within one kilometre of two or more sites for which there is a current or pending SCC application. The cumulative impact study is to take into account:

  - the capacity of existing or future services and infrastructure (including water, reticulated sewers and public transport) to meet the demands arising from the proposal and any proposed financial arrangements for infrastructure provision, and
  
  - the capacity of existing or future road infrastructure to meet any increase in traffic as a result of proposed development.

The relevant Planning Panel may also require an applicant to provide a cumulative impact study if it considers that it is necessary for it to be provided to determine whether the land concerned is suitable for more intensive development.

In limiting the assessment of cumulative impacts of a seniors housing proposal to only relate to other sites which are the subject of a current or pending SCC application, the capacity of existing or future services and infrastructure to meet the needs of a particular seniors housing proposal are not evaluated having regard to all other proposed development in the area. This is especially the case with physical infrastructure for which there is little distinction to be made between the impacts of seniors housing and for example, other residential development within the adjoining town or village.

- Access to services for residents living in rural areas is inadequate - The Seniors Housing SEPP requires that facilities and services or a regular public transport service are not more than 400 metres from the site of the development and that pathways and gradients are appropriate. However, this distance is calculated from the boundary of the site so that where developments are large (as can often be the case on large rural lots), residents may be required to travel much greater distances than the 400 metres stipulated.
• **The impact of seniors housing on the traffic network is under-estimated** - While the RMS indicated that there are currently no major issues regarding transport and traffic seniors housing within The Hills and Hornsby Council LGAs, both Councils raised concern that seniors housing developments are impacting on the traffic network. The Hills Council has advised that the level of car ownership in seniors housing developments is higher, with many retirement village residents being highly mobile. These higher levels of car usage in retirement villages in the rural areas highlight the dependence on private car use to access services and facilities. As seniors age and age-related restrictions on driving can be imposed, the loss of a drivers license can have a significant impact on quality of life.

### 6.6 Alignment with strategic planning

**Greater Sydney Region Plan**

The *Greater Sydney Region Plan* (GSRP) sets out the NSW Government’s vision for Greater Sydney over coming decades to 2056. The GSRP identifies the retention of the integrity of the values of the MRA as being of critical importance. Objective 29 and Strategies 29.1 and 29.2 are directly relevant:

**Objective 29:** Environmental, social and economic values in rural areas are protected and enhanced

**Strategy 29.1:** Maintain or enhance the values of the Metropolitan Rural Area using place-based planning to deliver targeted environmental, social and economic outcomes.

**Strategy 29.2:** Limit urban development to within the Urban Area, except for the investigation areas at Horsley Park, Orchard Hills, and east of The Northern Road, Luddenham.

The GSRP states that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA. It notes that Greater Sydney has sufficient land to deliver its housing needs within the current boundary of the Urban Area (including existing Growth Areas and urban investigation areas). This means that there is no need for the Urban Area to expand into the MRA. The Plan notes that, if there is the need for additional land for urban development to accommodate Greater Sydney’s growth, this will be done so through future Region Plans. The Plan argues that, ‘restricting urban development in the Metropolitan Rural Area will help manage its environmental, social and economic values, help to reduce land speculation, and increase biodiversity from offsets in Growth Areas and existing urban areas’.  

The GSRP also recognises the potential to consider limited growth in rural towns and villages, noting that: ‘ongoing planning and management of rural towns and villages will need to respond to local demand for growth, the character of the town or village and the values of the surrounding landscape and rural activities’

**District Plans**

---

37 *Greater Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of Three Cities*, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018
38 Ibid, p.160
The District Plans are a guide for implementing the GSRP at a district level and a bridge between regional and local planning. Hornsby Shire is covered by the North District Plan while The Hills Shire is covered by the Central City District Plan.

The District Plans reiterate the significance of the MRA to the scenic and cultural landscape, biodiversity and productivity of the Greater Sydney Region. Both District Plans note that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA and that Greater Sydney’s future housing needs should be accommodated within the current boundary of the Urban Area (including existing growth areas) and also set out the limited circumstances where local growth can be considered.

Both District Plans note that a significant proportion of the Districts’ rural land is under-utilised and has the potential to be used for more productive rural uses, such as agriculture and low-intensity tourist and visitor accommodation.

**Local strategic planning**

At the local level, the strategic intentions for the rural areas in Hornsby and The Hills are currently articulated through zone objectives in their local environmental plans (LEPs). The relevant rural zones in Hornsby and The Hills have been discussed in Chapter 3.

Commencing in 2018, all 33 Greater Sydney Region councils embarked on a review of their LEPs to ensure that local priorities and actions are aligned with the relevant District Plan (and subsequently the GSRP). Amendments to the *Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979* which came into force on 1 March 2018 required all Councils to create a Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) which is to set out the 20 year vision for their respective LGAs, including planning priorities and actions.

To inform the preparation of the LSPS and LEP review process, both Hornsby and The Hills Councils are undertaking extensive investigations and preparing a range of local strategies, including housing strategies and rural strategies. In addition, local character statements can be developed to help understand and define existing valued elements of character in their LGAs, and to set a desired future character that aligns with the strategic direction for an area. A guideline released by DPIE in February 2019 sets out how these statements are intended to support stronger consideration of local character.

The strategic planning framework for the Greater Sydney Region has fundamentally changed since the Seniors Housing SEPP was introduced in 2004 and the framework for SCCs was introduced in 2007. There is now a clear strategic hierarchy of plans which is to guide future development across the metropolis. There is also greater recognition of the critical role that councils must play in strategic planning for their local area since the introduction of a new requirement for councils to prepare Local Strategic Planning Statements. The vision and priorities for land use in the local area are to be developed by each council and articulated through their LSPSs. While planning at the local level must be aligned with the relevant District Plan and the GSRP, the emphasis is now on creating great places through local place making and evidence based planning.

By contrast, the Seniors Housing SEPP can have the effect of overriding local strategies and plan, and expands urban development into rural areas through the SCC process. The ability to override the strategic planning framework established by this hierarchy of plans creates tension and uncertainty in the direction for future growth and is contrary to a place making approach.
More specifically, the SCC process does not align with the GSRP and the relevant District Plans for the following reasons:

- It allows for urban development in the rural areas which is not consistent with the values of the MRA as set out in the GSRP;
- It allows for growth that is not aligned with the provision of coordinated infrastructure;
- It increases land speculation, undermining the agricultural productivity of the MRA;
- It does not align with creating more walkable and 30-minute city principles;
- It is contrary to the principles of place making which emphasise the importance of a shared vision and a spatial framework for a place as the basis for future development;
- It results in an urban form that can diminish the scenic and cultural landscapes in the MRA; and
- It does not take account of local character.

There is no requirement in the Seniors Housing SEPP for the relevant Planning Panel to take account of the GSRP, the relevant District Plan or the Council’s LSPS (once adopted) when deciding to issue a SCC. To provide some level of inter-relationship with the SEPP and these strategic plans, a mechanism is needed for this to occur under the SEPP. This mechanism could be created as an expansion on the Seniors Housing SEPP requirement for the relevant Planning Panel to consider the impact of a proposed development on likely future uses of land.

A more comprehensive and integrated approach could be to consider the LSPS work currently being done by the Councils, particularly in relation to housing, rural lands and local character. This could provide a more appropriate framework to plan for seniors housing development in a local context noting that councils are best placed to understand and respond to local issues.

Local housing strategies, in identifying the supply and demand for seniors housing, could also consider the most appropriate local planning mechanisms to address demand in the short, medium and long term. This can be informed, in part, by local rural lands strategies which identify the values of the rural areas, what areas need to be protected due to their productive, scenic, biophysical or other characteristics, and what local planning measures need to be implemented to ensure the broader objectives for the MRA can be achieved. This can be further enhanced where rural lands strategies include an assessment of the local character of the rural villages and outline their desired future character and inform the objectives, standards and controls within local plans that guide future development. This pathway offers a coordinated, place based approach to addressing demand for seniors housing in the rural areas in a way that is consistent with the values of the MRA.

### 6.7 Implications

The Seniors Housing SEPP is recognised for facilitating additional seniors housing in rural areas consistent with the aims of the SEPP. However, these findings demonstrate there is reasonable evidence to support The Hills and Hornsby Councils' view that seniors housing in rural areas has adversely impacted on the values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby and that there is significant potential for further adverse impacts to occur (including adverse cumulative impacts) despite recent amendments to the Seniors Housing SEPP.

The Seniors Housing SEPP identifies a range of economic, social and environmental criteria that need to be considered when determining whether to approve a SCC application and it is recognised that there are
instances where the impacts may result in positive benefits, not just for the residents but more broadly as well. However, the fundamental issue remains that these developments are occurring in an ad hoc manner and have the potential to cause significant adverse impacts to those values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby which have been identified as warranting protection and enhancement. While there may be grounds to refuse an application for a SCC or a DA on these bases when assessed on balance, the high proportion of SCCs that are approved statewide (86 per cent) and the interpretation of the aims of the Seniors Housing SEPP by the Land and Environment Court emphasises the aim of the SEPP to increase the supply of seniors housing.

The criteria in clause 25 of the Seniors Housing SEPP require the Planning Panels to consider whether the proposed development is compatible with the surrounding land uses having regard to the natural environment (including known significant environmental values, resources or hazards) and the existing uses and approved uses of land in the vicinity. Recent decisions by the Sydney North Planning Panel to refuse a number of applications for SCCs cited incompatibility with existing or future uses and inappropriate bulk and scale as some of the reasons for refusal. The analysis of SCCs for Hornsby and The Hills LGAs indicates that this is the first time SCCs have been refused in these LGAs (with the exception of one SCC that was refused on the grounds that it was located on land captured by Schedule 1 of the SEPP).

It is clear that the development standards in the Seniors Housing SEPP result in a built form outcome that is more suitable in an urban context rather than a rural one. This is evidenced by this report’s review of seniors housing DAs in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs indicates that most projects are generally medium density, multi-unit housing complexes with only modest landscaping and deep soil planting.

While the assessment criteria in clause 25 require consideration of compatibility with existing and future uses, as noted in Section 6.1 there is no requirement for the Planning Panels to consider whether SCC applications are consistent with strategic planning objectives in the GSRP, District Plans or in a Council’s LSPS. In addition, the assessment of cumulative impacts for a SCC application is confined to consideration of the capacity of services and infrastructure to meet the needs of the proposed development. Consideration of the cumulative impact of developments on the rural character or other values of the rural of The Hills and Hornsby is not specifically required.

The potential impact of further seniors housing in rural areas on the scenic and cultural landscapes of the Hornsby and The Hills LGAs would seem to further underline the importance of adopting a place-based approach to addressing the demand for seniors housing in the rural areas. This approach does not preclude the opportunity for seniors housing to be developed in and around the rural villages but rather ensures that appropriate planning occurs in line with local and district aspirations.

An assessment of the local character of the rural villages would identify their desired future character and inform the objectives, standards and controls within local plans that guide future development. This pathway offers a coordinated, place-based approach to addressing demand for seniors housing in the rural areas in a way that is consistent with the values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs.

The ad hoc expansion of urban areas through the SCC process does not allow for the coordinated provision of infrastructure through appropriate forward planning. While the impacts from existing seniors housing developments in the rural areas may not be significant, the potential capacity of the rural areas for further seniors housing developments (as discussed in Section 6.3) raises major implications for the future provision of infrastructure to service these developments.
Consideration of cumulative impacts of SCC applications could be more comprehensive if the cumulative impact study gave wider consideration to cumulative impacts than those required as part of the October 2018 amendments to the Seniors Housing SEPP. This study should consider the cumulative impact of all other development proposals within the vicinity of the site.

More broadly, the GSRP notes that place-based infrastructure priorities can help to better align growth with infrastructure. This approach proactively takes into account the capacity of existing infrastructure and existing infrastructure commitments and programs. It is considered that a place-based approach is the most appropriate mechanism not only for planning for seniors housing in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs but also for ensuring that there is adequate infrastructure to meet the demands of such housing.

### 6.7.1 Implications for the broader Metropolitan Rural Area

While this investigation has primarily focussed on the planning challenges of seniors housing and SCCs in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, there are potential challenges and responses applicable in other parts of the MRA in the Greater Sydney Region. In addition to The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, the MRA includes parts of Northern Beaches, Hawkesbury, Penrith, Fairfield, Liverpool, Camden, Campbelltown, Wollondilly and Sutherland LGAs.

The shape and length of the urban-rural interface in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, which includes land surrounding rural villages such as Arcadia, Glenorie and Kenthurst, means that the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP for SCCs apply to a relatively large amount of rural land where.

Other parts of Greater Sydney’s MRA have extensive areas at the urban-rural fringe and surrounding rural towns and villages. The most notable of these are the Wollondilly and Hawkesbury LGAs. Wollondilly LGA has 17 rural towns and villages including Warragamba, The Oaks, Picton and Buxton. Wollondilly’s Community Strategic Plan 2033 (adopted in 2017) notes a number of particular challenges for Wollondilly’s peri-urban lands, including management of growth and development pressures, the loss of agricultural land and conflicts between rural and urban uses.

Mining has a long history in Wollondilly and has occurred directly underneath rural towns and villages. Place-based local strategic planning can help support better outcomes for rural town and villages, help reduce potential for land use conflict with rural industries, including mining, and consider appropriate opportunities for seniors housing in a rural setting.

While the Blue Mountains LGA also has a long and complex urban-rural interface around each of its towns and villages (including Blackheath, Mount Victoria and Lawson), local planning is more environmentally focussed with most rural land is zoned for environmental protection with an ‘environmental’ zone (such as E2 Environmental Conservation or E3 Environmental Management), rather and a rural zone. Therefore, is considered to be environmentally sensitive land under Schedule 1 of the Seniors Housing SEPP, meaning the SEPP would not apply.

Hawkesbury LGA has a number of rural towns and villages, such as North Richmond, Kurmond and Glossodia, surrounded by relatively large parcels of rural land where the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP for SCCs can apply. Rural villages such as Bowen Mountain or Kurrajong are largely surrounded by environmental zones, where the SEPP would not apply. The Seniors Housing SEPP does not apply to land
that has been identified in any environmental planning instrument as being a floodway or having high hazard flooding. This would exclude large areas of the Hawkesbury LGA from the application of the SEPP.

The Northern Beaches LGA has a relatively large amount of land at its urban-rural interface around the rural village of Terrey Hills and at Oxford Falls and Belrose. It is worth noting that a significant proportion of the urban-rural interface of the Northern Beaches LGA, particularly in Belrose, has already been redefined by seniors housing developments.

Existing subdivision patterns and lot sizes at the urban-rural interface can mean outcomes from SCC could potentially vary widely from location to location across the MRA. As was noted in Section 4.1.3, the SCC can result in thin fingers of urban development protruding into rural areas, where rural-zoned lots have a narrow interface with adjoining urban-zoned land.

7 Next steps

7.1 Summary

The GSC has conducted an evidence-based investigation, in consultation with stakeholders, into planning challenges for seniors housing in the rural areas of rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs. The investigation has found that, while the Seniors Housing SEPP has enabled the development of aged housing to help meet the demand of the ageing population in both LGAs, cumulative impacts – when considered under the lens of the GSRP and District Plans – can impact on the economic, social and environmental values of the rural areas both LGAs. Given the significant potential capacity of rural areas in Hornsby and The Hills to be developed for seniors housing, these impacts have the potential to magnify over time.

The investigation has established an ongoing need to provide a diverse mix of housing to meet the needs of a growing and ageing population and has also identified several market challenges which could impact both the viability of building traditional retirement villages in urban areas and make them potentially slower to sell in rural areas. At the same time, seniors housing is being delivered across the urban and rural areas of both Hornsby and The Hills at similar price points.

The strategic planning framework for the Greater Sydney Region has fundamentally changed since the Seniors Housing SEPP was introduced in 2004 and the SCC process introduced in 2007. The requirement for strategic plans to guide future development across Greater Sydney was established in amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 in 2015. The introduction of local strategic planning statements in the strategic planning framework further recognises the critical role for councils in strategic planning for their local area. This creates a tension with the prevailing State Environmental Planning Policies, where local controls can be set aside, in this case, local controls that would prevent development of seniors housing on rural land.

The analysis of approved SCCs to DAs, and subsequently, completed seniors housing shows that conversion rates (from SCC to DA and from DA to construction) are relatively low. This form of speculation can inflate rural land values, drive land banking and undermine opportunities for investment in productive rural activities.

When considered in terms of a place-based approach, the Seniors Housing SEPP allows for the unplanned and uncoordinated expansion of urban areas through the SCC process and in particular, can impact local character and the alignment of infrastructure with growth.
7.2 Recommendations

The GSC makes the following recommendations for consideration by the Secretary of DPIE:

- **Recommendation 1: Provide a greater balance between incentives for seniors housing and rural values**

  Although the Seniors Housing SEPP sets out several matters to be considered when determining applications for SCCs, recent development decisions, including decisions of the Land and Environment Court, suggest the aim to provide incentives to increase the supply of seniors housing can prioritised over other planning considerations.

  There is an opportunity to better balance the aim to increase the supply of seniors housing with the objective to protect and maintain the environmental, social and economic values of rural land and the local character of rural towns and villages.

- **Recommendation 2: Adopt a place-based approach to planning in rural areas**

  There may be land within and adjoining the rural villages in Hornsby and The Hills that is suitable for seniors housing development. The suitability of these areas should be evaluated through a place-based approach led by the relevant council that would involve identifying the desired future character and environmental, social and economic values of the area and infrastructure needs. This could also include investigating opportunities for the expansion or redevelopment of existing seniors housing having regard to the servicing capacity of the area and site constraints. This work would inform the objectives, standards and controls within a planning framework, such as a Planning Proposal which formally recognises the intended change in land use from rural to urban.

  Place-based planning should be underpinned by the LSPS planning priorities and actions currently being prepared by the Councils, particularly in relation to housing, rural lands and local character. Local Housing Strategies should identify the need for seniors housing and identify opportunities to ensure demand can be met in the short, medium and long term. Rural Lands Strategies could identify where they may be opportunities for local growth in rural towns and villages that maintains local character and responds to local demand for seniors housing.

  This pathway offers a coordinated, place-based approach to addressing demand for seniors housing in the rural areas in a way that is consistent with the values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby.

- **Recommendation 3: Strengthen alignment between the Seniors Housing SEPP, the Greater Sydney Region Plan, District Plans and Local Strategic Planning Statements**

  The objectives and planning priorities for protection and enhancement of the environmental, social and economic values of the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs are set out in the GSRP, relevant District Plans and once completed, the LSPSs. One way consideration of these strategic documents could be strengthened for seniors housing proposals in rural areas, is through an amendment to the SEPP to require planning panels to consider the objectives, strategies and planning priorities of applicable strategic plans before determining an application for a SCC.
• **Recommendation 4: Monitor and report on development outcomes to support assessment of cumulative impacts**

At present there is little monitoring or reporting on development outcomes from seniors housing in rural areas to support a greater understanding of cumulative impacts. Monitoring and reporting of outcomes would establish an evidence base to better assess potential impacts on rural landscapes and infrastructure.

Consideration should be given to broadening the scope of cumulative impact assessment. In particular, the capacity of existing or future services and infrastructure to meet the needs of a particular seniors housing proposal needs to have regard to all other proposed development in the area, as well as development that has already been approved. Also of importance is the cumulative impact of seniors housing development on the rural character of the area and viability of existing uses should also be considered.

• **Recommendation 5: Develop design and landscaping guidelines for seniors housing in a rural context**

The design guidelines that accompany the Seniors Housing SEPP provide design guidance for development in existing urban areas. To ensure that seniors housing developments are compatible with surrounding rural areas, consideration should be given to developing built form and landscape controls and design guidelines more suited to a rural context, giving consideration to matters such as lower building heights and densities, greater setbacks, provision for tree canopy cover and greater provision of deep-soil landscape areas that are more in keeping with adjoining urban areas.

• **Recommendation 6: Strengthen consideration of environmental values on rural land**

Areas of environmental value in Hornsby and The Hills LGAs are mapped as terrestrial biodiversity and shown as an overlay in their LEP maps. However, there is some uncertainty as to whether these areas can be characterised as environmentally sensitive land under the Seniors Housing SEPP and therefore excluded from seniors housing development (by adding them to Schedule 1 of the SEPP). Further investigation is needed to determine whether areas of terrestrial biodiversity identified through local strategic planning should be excluded.

• **Recommendation 7: Review the viability of planning incentives in the Seniors Housing SEPP and the effectiveness of the SEPP to deliver seniors housing**

Providing additional incentives for seniors housing could help meet demand from a growing and ageing population and take some of the pressure off rural land to accommodate seniors housing. Further investigation could be undertaken on a range of incentives that could be introduced to facilitate seniors housing development in the urban areas of Greater Sydney.

Possible options for investigation include:

- Allowing vertical villages to be pursued without the need for a SCC (applies in urban areas)
- Allowing seniors housing where shop top housing is permitted with development consent
- Providing development incentives for seniors housing in identified growth areas
- Amending the R2 Low Density Residential zone of the Standard Instrument LEP to permit seniors housing with consent
- Other innovative approaches considered appropriate by DPIE.
• **Recommendation 8: Consider a pilot for a council-led place-based approach in The Hills and Hornsby LGAs**

As State Environmental Planning Policies take precedence over other environmental planning instruments and local strategic planning frameworks, the SCC provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP would continue to apply even when a robust place-based approach to planning for rural areas is in place.

Consideration could be given to piloting a temporary suspension of the Site Compatibility Provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP in rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby LGAs, while each council develops their place-based planning framework.

Where an appropriate place-based planning framework is in place, including a Local Strategic Planning Statement, a DPIE endorsed Local Housing Strategy and a DPIE endorsed Rural Lands Strategy, consideration could also be given to exempting rural areas from the SCC provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP.

### 7.3 Project Control Group deliberations

The Project Control Group has explored a range of possible responses to the findings of this study. In PCG deliberations, both Hornsby and The Hills Councils expressed a view that seniors housing is clearly incompatible with the values of the MRA. In particular, both Councils argued that the rural areas are not suitable for this type of housing and that seniors housing development in rural areas is not needed to meet current or future demand.

Hornsby Council has a strong view that the recommendations set out above do not go far enough and, amongst other matters, recommends that the Seniors Housing SEPP be immediately and permanently suspended from applying in the MRA of Hornsby and The Hills. At a minimum, the Council has argued in favour of temporary suspension of the SEPP from the rural areas to enable councils time to complete their housing strategies and rural lands strategies with a view to determining how and where the demand for seniors housing would best be met. The councils would then seek an exemption to the DPIE, which would then determine whether there was adequate evidence and justification to support the case for exemption.

The Hills Shire Council has questioned whether the Seniors Housing SEPP remains ‘fit for purpose’, noting that it was introduced in a vastly different strategic and policy context and many of the provisions in the SEPP may no longer be appropriate. Given the number of issues raised, the complexity of the operation of the SEPP alongside local strategic planning and development assessment decisions and the number of recommendations to amend the SEPP in this report, it has recommended that a comprehensive review of the SEPP or an alternative approach is warranted.

In PCG discussions regarding the cumulative impact of seniors housing on local and regional infrastructure, concerns have been raised relating to the limited ability to negotiate for development contributions or affordable rental housing. A place-based approach to planning in these areas could better facilitate consideration of the need for and opportunities to collect development contributions.

In addition to the exemption pathway, the PCG discussed a variety of other options to increase the supply of seniors housing, noting that overall population growth and demographic change will result in ongoing demand for housing appropriate for seniors. While it is considered that the preparation of Local Housing
Strategies should be the primary tool for determining how seniors housing can be best accommodated in each LGA, the options below are also considered to warrant further evaluation. These are:

- Providing seniors housing when rezoning surplus government lands - Rezoning surplus government owned land could be progressed subject to future development setting aside a minimum percentage of the total allowable gross floor area as serviced seniors housing;
- Providing seniors housing incentives in greenfield growth areas by allowing seniors housing development in such areas at higher densities than other residential development - This option would enable seniors housing to be designed and built to take advantage of existing and planned infrastructure and in areas where the local character is still being established;
- Providing increased incentives for vertical villages;
- Amending environmental planning instruments to allow seniors housing where shop top housing is already permitted; and
- Including seniors housing as a default use permitted with consent under the R2 Low Density Residential Zone, with relevant considerations addressed in the accompanying Development Control Plan.

Although the GSC acknowledges the specific concerns raised by Hornsby and The Hills, these are more appropriately addressed by the DPIE, who will consider the findings and recommendations of this Report. This is because council’s concerns relate to the operation of the Seniors Housing SEPP or the Standard Instrument LEP and may have broader impacts on urban areas of Greater Sydney, as well as in other parts of NSW. These broader impacts - which are outside of the scope of this report – will require further investigation.
# Appendix 1: Background to Seniors Housing SEPP

## Evolution of the Seniors Housing SEPP

For almost 40 years, the NSW Government has had in place policies aimed at encouraging the development of housing to meet the demands of an ageing population as well as people with a disability. Since 1982, when the *State Environmental Planning Policy for Housing for Aged or Disabled Persons No 5 (SEPP 5)* was introduced, the NSW Government has implemented a series of planning policies and policy refinements to facilitate the supply of seniors housing. A chronology of the key planning initiatives is set out below, along with discussion regarding issues raised in response to these initiatives.\(^{39}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronology of NSW Seniors Housing Planning Policies</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1982 – Introduction of SEPP 5</strong></td>
<td>SEPP 5 Introduced. SEPP 5 enabled both the private sector and the not-for-profit sector to develop seniors housing in all residential zoned lands, special use zones and also on land adjoining land zoned for urban purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment</strong></td>
<td>The policy required certain aged care facilities to be available with at least one facility provided on site, thus promoting the development of retirement villages. For developers and operators to make sufficient returns on investment in support services, this version of the SEPP necessitated large scale developments. The policy saw retirement villages being developed in outer suburban or regional areas where large land parcels were affordable. It resulted in a number of isolated retirement communities with poor access to core support services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1998 – Original SEPP 5 repealed and new SEPP 5 introduced</strong></td>
<td>The new SEPP 5 promoted a greater range of housing and support needs than the original policy. It encouraged smaller developments in existing areas, that is, infill housing, acknowledging that many older people and people with a disability only need occasional support services and prefer to live in their existing communities rather than in special housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment</strong></td>
<td>There were a number of concerns expressed by councils regarding the new policy, including that it:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• allowed development of inappropriate densities in areas of low density residential character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• did not have due regard to the issue of site accessibility, as development was allowed on sites with a steep gradient which were unsuitable for older persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• granted exemptions from local section 94 levies, ignoring infrastructure impacts associated with higher density seniors housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000 – Amendment 1 to SEPP 5</strong></td>
<td>SEPP 5 was amended to create stronger adaptable housing provisions, clarify the meaning of reasonable access to community facilities and services, include provisions to achieve better design, allow councils to levy Section 94 contributions, and exempt high bushfire and high flooding hazard land from the SEPP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment</strong></td>
<td>Much of the concern around this amendment related to the lowering of development standards and the consequent impact on design quality, amenity and neighbourhood character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2004 – State Environmental Planning Policy (Seniors Living) 2004 introduced</strong></td>
<td>Seniors Living SEPP tightened existing provisions and added new restrictions and guidelines around site selection and design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2005 – Amendment No 1 to Seniors Living SEPP</strong></td>
<td>This amendment was an interim measure. It prevented DAs for serviced self-care housing in inappropriate rural locations while a wider review of the SEPP was being undertaken. A particular focus of the review was to examine the supply and location of seniors housing in rural areas and the potential impacts this housing could have on existing settlements and other rural uses, particularly agricultural production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2007 – Amendment No 2 to Seniors Living SEPP</strong></td>
<td>Amendment No 2 introduced a number of changes, including renaming the policy to its current name - <em>State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004</em>. This amendment:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• introduced the requirement for a SCC in specified instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{39}\) The information contained in the chronology has in part been drawn from *Designing Housing for Older People: The need for a Design Code* (Paduch, 2008).
- lifted the December 2005 moratorium on the development of serviced self-care housing on land adjoining land zoned primarily for urban purposes.
- changed the FSR bonus provision to include land where residential flat buildings are permissible. An additional bonus was included by allowing FSR for the on-site support services to be excluded from the FSR calculations, with a limit of 50% of the gross floor area.
- defined the concept of self-care housing as ‘seniors housing that consists of self-contained dwellings where the following services are available on site: meals, cleaning, personal care and nursing care’.

### 2018 – Amendment 2018

The Seniors Housing SEPP was amended in 2018 primarily to respond to community concerns about new seniors developments on the urban fringe. Key changes included:

- preventing incremental expansion of SCCs by limiting the extension or expansion of existing seniors development sites adjoining urban areas.
- making the relevant Sydney district planning panel or regional planning panel the determining authority for SCCs rather than the Secretary of the DPIE.
- requiring that applicants provide a cumulative impact study where proposed sites are within one kilometre of two or more other SCC sites or where required by a planning panel.

### 2019 – Amendment Heritage Conservation Areas

This amendment provides that Seniors Housing SEPP does not apply in Heritage Conservation Areas in Greater Sydney until 1 July 2020. This interim measure is intended to allow councils time to ensure seniors housing provisions align with their local strategic plans which are currently under review.

Once councils have completed their strategic planning and community consultation, they will be able to choose how the Seniors Housing SEPP applies in heritage conservation areas in their local government area.

### Site and design requirements

The Seniors Housing SEPP sets out a range of matters that must be considered before development consent is granted.

### Access to facilities

A consent authority must not consent to a DA unless it has written evidence that residents will have access to a general medical practice, a range of retail and commercial services, community services and recreation facilities. Access complies if:

- The facilities and services are not more than 400 metres from the site by means of a suitable access pathway (sealed or otherwise suitable for access by means of a motorised cart or similar) and meeting specified gradients; or
- In the case of development within Greater Sydney (including Hornsby and The Hills), there is a public transport service available within 400m of the site, access to the service is at a suitable gradient and the service operates at regular specified periods.

### Bush fire prone land

Where a DA seeks consent for seniors housing development on bush fire prone land (i.e. bush fire prone land – vegetation categories 1 or 2 or bush fire prone land – vegetation buffer) it must comply with the requirements of Planning for Bush Fire Protection (NSW Rural Fire Service, December 2006). The consent authority must also consider the general location of the proposed development, the means of access to and from the general location, and other relevant matters including:

- the size of the existing population;
- age groups and size of age groups;
• the number and size of hospitals and other facilities providing care to residents within the locality, the number and size of schools in the locality;
• other seniors housing in the locality;
• the adequacy and capacity of the surrounding road network to evacuate persons from the locality in the event of a bush fire;
• the adequacy of access to and from the site of the proposed development for emergency response vehicles; and
• the nature, extent and adequacy of bush fire emergency procedures that are able to be applied to the proposed development and its site.

The consent authority is required to have regard to the requirements of the New South Fire Brigades and to consult with the New South Wales Rural Fire Service as part of its consideration of the DA.

Water and sewer
Seniors housing must be connected to a reticulated water system and have adequate facilities for the removal or disposal of sewage.

In locations where reticulated services cannot be made available, the consent authority must satisfy all relevant regulators that the provision of water and sewerage infrastructure, including environmental and operational considerations, is satisfactory for the proposed development.

Design requirements
The SEPP requires a detailed analysis be undertaken and sets out a range of design principles which must be considered in the design and assessment of applications. These relate to:

• Neighbourhood amenity and streetscape;
• Visual and acoustic privacy;
• Solar access and design for climate;
• Stormwater;
• Crime prevention;
• Accessibility; and
• Waste management.

**Neighbourhood amenity and streetscape principles (clause 33)**

Seniors housing should:
• recognise the desirable elements of the location’s current or desired future character so that new buildings contribute to the quality and identity of the area
• retain, complement and sensitively harmonise with any heritage items/conservation areas in the vicinity
• maintain reasonable neighbourhood amenity and appropriate residential character by:
  - providing building setbacks to reduce bulk and overshadowing
  - using building form and siting that relates to the site’s land form
  - adopting building heights at the street frontage that are compatible in scale with adjacent development
  - considering, where buildings are located on the boundary, the impact of the boundary walls on neighbours
• be designed so that the front building of the development is set back in sympathy with, but not necessarily the same as, the existing building line
• embody planting that is in sympathy with, but not necessarily the same as, other planting in the streetscape
• retain, wherever reasonable, major existing trees
• be designed so that no building is constructed in a riparian zone.

Urban design guidelines for infill seniors housing were developed in 2004 by the former Urban Design Advisory Service. These design guidelines are still in place but apply only to infill seniors housing on urban zoned land.

Seniors housing, whether in rural or urban settings, must meet minimum development standards set out in Part 4 of the Seniors Housing SEPP. These are:

• The size of the site must be at least 1,000 square metres.
• The site frontage must be at least 20 metres wide measured at the building line.
• If the development is proposed in a residential zone where residential flat buildings are not permitted the height of all buildings in the proposed development must be 8 metres or less. (Note: Seniors housing cannot be refused on the ground of the height of the housing if all of the proposed buildings are 8 metres or less in height.)
• A building that is adjacent to a boundary of the site must be not more than 2 stories in height
• A building located in the rear 25% area of the site must not exceed 1 storey in height.

Housing NSW or any other social housing provider is only required to comply with the building height and height at the boundary standards.

Standards that cannot be used to refuse development consent
Clauses 48-50 set out those standards that, if complied with, cannot be grounds for refusal. Separate standards apply to residential care facilities, hostels and self-contained dwellings, as shown in Table 6.

Vertical villages
Where residential flat buildings are permitted, seniors housing may be undertaken involving buildings which exceed the relevant maximum floor space ratio by a bonus of 0.5 above the maximum FSR. For example, if the floor space ratio permitted under another environmental planning instrument is 1:1, a consent authority may consent to a development application for the purposes of a building having a density and scale of 1.5:1.

The bonus is only available where the proposed development will deliver on-site support services for its residents, and at least 10% of the dwellings for the accommodation of residents in the proposed development will be affordable places. Appropriate measures are required to ensure the affordable places are secured over the long term.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Maximum building height</th>
<th>Density and scale (FSR)</th>
<th>Landscaped area</th>
<th>Parking</th>
<th>Deep soil zones</th>
<th>Solar access</th>
<th>Private open space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential care facilities</td>
<td>8m</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Min 25m² of landscaped area per bed</td>
<td>1 space per 10 beds (or 15 beds if dementia facility) 1 space per 2 employees 1 space for ambulance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostels</td>
<td>8m</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Min 25m² of landscaped area per bed</td>
<td>1 space per 5 dwellings in the hostel 1 space per 2 employees 1 space for ambulance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-care dwellings</td>
<td>8m</td>
<td>0.5:1</td>
<td>Social housing provider - min 35m² of landscaped area per bed Other – min 30% of site area</td>
<td>Social housing provider - 1 car space for each 5 dwellings Other - 0.5 car spaces for each bedroom</td>
<td>15% of site area (generally)</td>
<td>70% of dwellings’ living rooms/ private open spaces receive min of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am-3pm mid-winter</td>
<td>Ground floor dwellings – 15m² Upper dwellings – 10m². *Private open space dimensions also specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Strategic planning context

Greater Sydney Region Plan

The Greater Sydney Region Plan\textsuperscript{40} (GSRP) sets out the NSW Government’s vision for Greater Sydney over coming decades to 2056. It outlines how Greater Sydney’s growth will be managed to enhance its productivity, liveability and sustainability. It seeks to transform Greater Sydney into a metropolis of three cities – the Western Parkland City, the Central River City and the Eastern Harbour City to meet the needs of a growing and changing population.

The GSRP identifies the retention of the integrity of the values of the MRA as being of critical importance. Objective 29 and Strategies 29.1 and 29.2 are directly relevant:

**Objective 29:** Environmental, social and economic values in rural areas are protected and enhanced

**Strategy 29.1:** Maintain or enhance the values of the Metropolitan Rural Area using place-based planning to deliver targeted environmental, social and economic outcomes.

**Strategy 29.2:** Limit urban development to within the Urban Area, except for the investigation areas at Horsley Park, Orchard Hills, and east of The Northern Road, Luddenham.

The Plan notes that the MRA has a wide range of environmental, social and economic values. It covers almost one quarter of Greater Sydney and has a diversity of farmland, mineral resources, and distinctive towns and villages in rural and bushland settings. There are areas of high biodiversity value including national parks and reserves as well as scenic and cultural landscapes. The MRA is economically significant, providing land for agricultural production, rural industries, mining and extractive industries. Its rural towns and villages also provide important centres for rural industries, tourism and businesses and provide for the day to day needs of surrounding communities.

The GSRP states that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA. It notes that Greater Sydney has sufficient land to deliver its housing needs within the current boundary of the Urban Area (including existing Growth Areas and urban investigation areas). This means that at this current time, there is no need for the Urban Area to expand into the MRA. The Plan notes that if there is the need for additional land for urban development to accommodate Greater Sydney’s growth, this will be done so through future Region Plans. The Plan argues that, ‘restricting urban development in the Metropolitan Rural Area will help manage its environmental, social and economic values, help to reduce land speculation, and increase biodiversity from offsets in Growth Areas and existing urban areas’.\textsuperscript{41}

One of the fundamental premises of the GSRP is the importance of ‘place-based planning’ in creating great places. Place-based planning enables the development of a shared vision and a spatial framework for a place which provides the basis for its future development. Through place-based planning, it is possible to create a well-designed built environment with a fine grain urban form and to facilitate the delivery of social infrastructure and opportunity. The GSRP notes that ‘place-based approaches for landscape units within the Metropolitan Rural Area will help manage its environmental, social and economic values and maximise the productive use of the land’.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{40} Greater Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of Three Cities, Greater Sydney Commission, March 2018

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid, p.160

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid
The GSRP contains a series of Directions and Objectives to guide planning for Greater Sydney. Many of these Directions and Objectives are relevant considerations in this project, as shown in Table 7. These provide a lens to highlight where the Seniors Housing SEPP is not aligned.

Table 1: Relevant Directions and Objectives in the GSRP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECTION</th>
<th>KEY OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>RELEVANT CONSIDERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A city supported by infrastructure - Infrastructure supporting new developments</td>
<td>• Infrastructure aligns with forecast growth&lt;br&gt;• Infrastructure adapts to meet future needs&lt;br&gt;• Infrastructure use is optimised</td>
<td>• Seniors housing in rural areas requires the reticulation of utility services or needs to provide on-site services.&lt;br&gt;• Development of seniors housing is project-based on a site by site case and therefore alignment of infrastructure with growth is difficult&lt;br&gt;• Seniors housing may have cumulative impacts on regional infrastructure (e.g. road network) but these are difficult to quantify given the ad hoc nature of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A city for people – Celebrating diversity and putting people at the heart of planning</td>
<td>• Services and infrastructure meet communities’ changing needs&lt;br&gt;• Communities are healthy, resilient and socially connected</td>
<td>• Servicing the needs of seniors housing in rural areas may be challenging depending on level of isolation&lt;br&gt;• Location of seniors housing in more isolated areas means that it is more difficult to integrate with surrounding communities and be socially connected.&lt;br&gt;• Retirement villages can create strong communities in their own right. They can provide good social support and connections. They can also provide on-site services that are not available nearby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing the city – Giving people housing choices</td>
<td>• Greater housing supply&lt;br&gt;• Housing is more diverse and affordable</td>
<td>• Seniors housing developments in the rural areas increase housing supply and housing diversity.&lt;br&gt;• Seniors housing in rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby may be more affordable (although this is not often the case) or be able to provide better on-site facilities than in urban areas.&lt;br&gt;• Seniors housing is occurring in rural areas because it is difficult for aged housing providers to compete with residential developers in urban areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A city of great places – Designing places for people</td>
<td>• Great places that bring people together</td>
<td>• Creating a city of great places requires a place-based approach, fine grain and connections not easily achieved through a site by site approach.&lt;br&gt;• Seniors housing in rural areas occurs sporadically and outside the local strategic planning framework. As such, it is difficult to factor it into place making for an area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A well-connected city – Developing a more accessible and walkable city</td>
<td>• A Metropolis of Three Cities – integrated land use and transport creates walkable and 30-minute cities</td>
<td>• Locating seniors housing in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby, within 400m of a bus stop does not necessarily deliver on the 30-minute city objective, as matters such as reliability, frequency and destination options vary greatly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43 Refer to State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004, Clause 2(2).
Locating seniors housing in more isolated areas means that it may be more difficult to integrate with communities and be socially connected and does not align with the principles for improving walkability.

A city in its landscape – Valuing green spaces and landscape

- Biodiversity is protected, urban bushland and remnant vegetation is enhanced
- Scenic and cultural landscapes are protected
- Environmental, social and economic values in rural areas are protected and enhanced

- Seniors housing may lead to clearing of vegetation, particularly because of need for bushfire buffers. However, there is also the opportunity to negotiate long term biodiversity outcomes as part of any biodiversity offsets approach and for new planting and landscaping to occur.
- Seniors housing can impact on scenic and cultural landscapes in the rural areas of The Hills and Hornsby depending on design, bulk, scale etc.
- Seniors housing may have adverse impacts on a range of economic values, in particular the tendency to inflate land values, which in turns leads to under-utilisation and under-investment in productive rural industry.

District Plans

The District Plans are a guide for implementing the GSRP at a district level and a bridge between regional and local planning. Hornsby Shire is covered by the North District Plan while The Hills Shire is covered by the Central City District Plan. The better management of rural areas is identified as a Planning Priority in both the Central City District Plan and North District Plan (refer Planning Priority C18 and N18 respectively). Both Plans also identify Actions to help in achieving this Planning Priority as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain or enhance the values of the Metropolitan Rural Area using place-based planning to deliver targeted environmental, social and economic outcomes (Action 73 in Central City District Plan and Action 69 in North District Plan)</td>
<td>Councils and other planning authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit urban development to within the Urban Area (Action 74 in Central City District Plan and Action 70 in North District Plan)</td>
<td>Councils, other planning authorities, State agencies and State-owned corporations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The District Plans reiterate the significance of the MRA to the scenic and cultural landscape, biodiversity and productivity of the Greater Sydney Region. Both District Plans note that urban development is not consistent with the values of the MRA and that Greater Sydney’s future housing needs should be accommodated within the current boundary of the Urban Area (including existing growth areas).

The District Plans also emphasise that maintaining and enhancing the distinctive character of each rural and bushland town and village is a high priority. The scope for growth in rural towns and villages is one that responds to local demand for growth, the character of the town or village and the surrounding landscape and rural activities. It is not expected that rural and bushland towns and villages would play a role in meeting regional or district scale demand for residential growth.

Both District Plans note that a significant proportion of the Districts’ rural land is under-utilised and has the potential to be used for more productive rural uses, such as agriculture and low-intensity tourist and visitor accommodation.
Appendix 3: Local planning controls

Hornsby Local Environmental Plan 2013

Hornsby Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2013 applies to the Hornsby LGA and uses four rural land use zones:

- RU1 Primary Production
- RU2 Rural Landscape
- RU4 Primary Production Small Lots
- RU5 Village

Rural towns and villages in Hornsby are primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with some areas zoned B1 Neighbourhood Centre and RE1 Public Recreation. A significant proportion of the rural land within Hornsby LGA is zoned for environmental purposes, including E3 Environmental Management, where the Seniors Housing SEPP would not apply.

In Hornsby, most rural land potentially impacted by the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP is zoned either RU2 Rural Landscape or RU4 Primary Production Small Lots. A very small amount is zoned RU5 Village.

Under the Hornsby LEP 2013, the objectives of the RU2 Rural Landscape zone are:

- To encourage sustainable primary industry by maintaining and enhancing the natural resource base;
- To maintain the rural landscape character of the land;
- To provide for a range of compatible land uses, including extensive agriculture;
- To encourage land uses that support primary industry, including low-scale and low-intensity tourist and visitor accommodation and the provision of farm produce direct to the public; and
- To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public infrastructure, services or facilities.

In the RU2 Rural Landscape zone, extensive agriculture is permitted without development consent. Dwelling houses, rural workers’ dwellings, secondary dwellings and group homes (such as transitional housing for people undergoing drug or alcohol rehabilitation) are permitted with development consent. All other forms of residential accommodation are prohibited. A wide range of other uses such as extractive industries, intensive plant agriculture, tourist and visitor accommodation and places of public worship are permitted with consent.

The objectives of the RU4 Primary Production Small Lots zone are:

- To enable sustainable primary industry and other compatible land uses;
- To encourage and promote diversity in employment opportunities in relation to primary industry enterprises, particularly those that require smaller lots or are more intensive in nature;
- To minimise conflict between land uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones;
- To encourage land uses that support primary production, including low-scale and low-intensity tourist and visitor accommodation and the provision of farm produce direct to the public; and
- To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public infrastructure, services or facilities.

In the RU4 Primary Production Small Lots zone, extensive agriculture is permitted without development consent. Dwelling houses, rural workers’ dwellings, secondary dwellings and group homes are permitted with consent. All other forms of residential accommodation are prohibited. Other types of development permitted
with consent include aquaculture, cellar door premises, garden centres, intensive livestock agriculture, open cut mining, plant nurseries and roadside stalls.

The Hills Local Environmental Plan 2012

The Hills Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012 applies to The Hills LGA and uses three rural land use zones for land within the MRA. These are:

- RU1 Primary Production
- RU2 Rural Landscape
- RU6 Transition

In The Hills, almost all rural land potentially impacted by the provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP is zoned RU6 Transition. Only a small area at Glenorie zoned RU2 Rural Landscape is potentially impacted by the Seniors Housing SEPP.

Under The Hills LEP 2012, the objectives of the RU6 Transition zone are:

- To protect and maintain land that provides a transition between rural land and other land uses of varying intensities or environmental sensitivities;
- To minimise conflict between land uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones; and
- To encourage innovative and sustainable tourist development, sustainable agriculture and the provision of farm produce direct to the public.

In the RU6 Transition zone, extensive agriculture and bed and breakfast accommodation is permitted without consent. Dwelling houses and secondary dwellings are permitted with consent. All other forms of residential accommodation are prohibited. Other forms of development permitted with consent include agricultural produce industries, garden centres, intensive plant agriculture, restaurants and cafes and veterinary hospitals.

This summary of local planning controls set out in both LEPs shows that the rural land potentially impacted by the SCC provisions of the Seniors Housing SEPP do not otherwise offer significant opportunities to develop residential accommodation, and do not offer any opportunities to develop attached dwellings, multi dwelling housing, residential flat buildings or seniors housing.
Appendix 4: Development activity

SCCs in the rural areas of Hornsby local government area

A summary of SCCs approved, refused and under consideration in the rural areas of Hornsby is provided in Table 8. The table shows that:

- a total of six seniors housing proposals in the rural areas of Hornsby were issued with SCCs during the reporting period, comprising a total of 550 ILUs and 352 RACF beds.
- three SCCs were recently (since October 2018) refused by the Sydney North Planning Panel. These projects totalled 730 ILUs and 260 RACF beds. The reasons for refusal are discussed in Section 4.3.
- four SCCs are currently under consideration. Only one of these is new and is for 33 ILUs. The other three are seeking to preserve the validity of previously issued SCCs that may be about to lapse, but also make changes to the schemes including in one instance increasing the number of approved ILUs from 76 to 94.

Table 2: Summary of SCCs approved, refused and under consideration in rural areas of Hornsby

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ILUs</th>
<th>RACF BEDS</th>
<th>SCC DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCCS ISSUED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353 Galston Rd, Galston</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 23.6.10 but lapsed on 23 June 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392 Galston Road &amp; 5 Mid-Dural Rd, Galston</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 5.11.08 SCC reissued 17.9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328A, 330-334 Galston Rd, Galston</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 8.12.08 SCC reissued 14.2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705-717 Old Northern Rd, Dural</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>SCC issued 15.7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Rd, Dural</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>SCC issued 24.5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589-593 Old Northern Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>SCC issued 24.1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL APPROVED</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCS REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663-667 Old Northern Rd &amp; 4 Franlee Rd Dural</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>SCC refused by North District Planning Panel 28.3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795-821 Old Northern Rd Dural</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>SCC refused by North District Planning Panel 28.3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328a, 330-334 Galston Rd, Galston</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC refused by North District Planning Panel 9.4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL REFUSED</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCS UNDER CONSIDERATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Rd, Dural (see above)</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>New application seeks to preserve validity of previously issued SCC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589-593 and 599-607 Old Northern Rd, Glenhaven (see above)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>New application seeks to preserve validity of previously issued SCC for 589-593 Old Northern Rd. Extension of area proposed for the purpose of using the internal connecting roads of the existing village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 Cairnes Rd, Glenorie</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>New application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCCs in the rural areas of The Hills local government area
A summary of SCCs approved, refused and under consideration in the rural areas of The Hills is provided in Table 9. The table shows that:

- four seniors housing proposals in the rural areas of The Hills were issued with SCCs during the reporting period, comprising a total of 297 independent living units (ILUs) and 192 RACF beds.
- three SCCs are currently under consideration, one of which had been previously issued but has since lapsed. The SCCs under consideration comprise a total of 378 ILUs and 120 RACF beds.
- one SCC has been refused and this was because the site was zoned E4 Environmental Living and therefore categorised as environmentally sensitive land under Schedule 1 of the SEPP which is land on which seniors housing cannot be developed.

Table 3: Summary of SCCs approved, refused and under consideration in rural areas of The Hills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ILUs</th>
<th>RACF BEDS</th>
<th>SCC DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>392 Galston Rd &amp; 5 Mid-Dural Rd, Galston</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td>Application seeking to enlarge the approved community centre; and to increase the number of dwellings from 76 to 94.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL UNDER CONSIDERATION</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCCS APPROVED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ILUs</th>
<th>RACF BEDS</th>
<th>SCC DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 Kenthurst Rd, Dural</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 7.4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5552-5554 &amp; 5564 Old Northern Rd, Wisemans Ferry</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 14.8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Old Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven (now 93 Glenhaven Rd)</td>
<td>Not specified in 2014 SCC but DA approval for 97</td>
<td>Not specified in 2014 SCC but DA approval for 120</td>
<td>SCC issued 5.3.09 SCC reissued 7.8.14 SCC revised and reissued 28.11.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Pellitt Lane &amp; 9 Wirrabara Rd, Dural</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>SCC issued 9.6.16 SCC reissued 23.3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T40-146 Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 29.4.16 SCC lapsed. Application for new SCC currently under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL APPROVED</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCCS REFUSED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ILUs</th>
<th>RACF BEDS</th>
<th>SCC DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400a Old Northern Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC refused 6.2.17 Land zoned E4 Environmental Living – considered to fall under Schedule 1 of SEPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL REFUSED</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCCS UNDER CONSIDERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ILUs</th>
<th>RACF BEDS</th>
<th>SCC DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140-146 Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SCC issued 29.4.16 but since lapsed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263 Annangrove Rd &amp; 12-14 Edwards Rd, Rouse Hill</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Old Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overview of SCCs converting to DAs/building activity

Table 10 shows the total number of ILUs and RACF beds in the project area for which SCCs have been issued and DAs approved, as well as the total number that have subsequently been constructed. The table shows that none of the ILUs and RACF beds the subject of SCCs in the rural areas of Hornsby have been constructed as yet. Just over half of the ILUs and around 60 percent of RACF beds have been constructed in The Hills.

Table 4: Summary of SCCs converting to DAs/building activity in the rural areas of Hornsby and The Hills (Oct 2007-May 2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HORNSBY</th>
<th>THE HILLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCCs issued</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ILUs</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RACF beds</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAs approved</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total SCCs issued for which DAs have been approved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ILUs</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RACF beds</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total constructed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ILUs</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RACF beds</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCCs converting to DAs/building activity in Hornsby

In Hornsby, development approval has been granted for five of the six projects for which SCCs have been issued, as shown in Table 11. In summary:

- Of the five projects in Hornsby for which DAs were lodged, four were refused;
- Three of the DAs that were refused were later overturned by the Land and Environment Court on appeal;
- The DA that was approved was issued with deferred development consent. This project has not yet commenced, with the consent active until 2021;
- Most recently, the appeal in the Land and Environment Court against refusal by the Sydney North Planning Panel of the DA for seniors housing at 3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Road, Dural was dismissed. The reasons for this are discussed in Section 4.3;
- The SCC for 353 Galston Rd, Galston has not been converted into a DA.

In late 2018, construction commenced on the project at 392 Galston Road, Galston.

The only project that has been completed in Hornsby local government area is a large retirement village known as the Glenhaven Green Retirement Village which was developed by Anglicare. The existing village at 599-607 Old Northern Road, Glenhaven was approved prior to the introduction of the SCC process in 2007. A SCC was issued in 2017 to extend the development to the adjoining site at 589-593 Old Northern Road.
Road and a DA for 76 ILUs and 79 RACF beds was approved by the Land and Environment Court in late 2018. A new SCC application has been lodged seeking to preserve the validity of the previously issued SCC (that may be due to lapse) and for the purpose of using the internal connecting roads of the existing village. The two properties are shown in Figure 16.

**Figure 16: Glenhaven Green Retirement Village.** Existing village (599-607 Old Northern Rd Glenhaven) outlined in red and area of expansion (589-593 Old Northern Rd Glenhaven) outlined purple

Source: www.nearmap.com
Table 5: Conversion of SCCs to DAs – Hornsby LGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DA DETERMINATION</th>
<th>CONSENT AUTHORITY</th>
<th>NO OF DWELLINGS/ BEDS APPROVED</th>
<th>CURRENT STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>353 Galston Rd, Galston</td>
<td>Has not proceeded to DA and SCC has lapsed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 392 Galston Road & 5 Mid-Dural Road, Galston | • 20.12.10 - DA for 78 ILUs refused by JRPP (DA/832/2010).  
• 15.9.11 - DA for 76 ILUs refused by JRPP (DA/484/2011).  
• 12.1.12 - LEC upheld appeal against refusal of DA/484/2011 and granted deferred commencement consent  
• Number of modification applications subsequently lodged for minor increase in floor area and additional facilities. | LEC | 76 ILUs | Site works commenced and dwelling demolished |
| 328A, 330-334 Galston Road, Galston | 330-334 Galston Rd  
• Deferred commencement approval issued by JRPP 23.2.12.  
328a,330-334 Galston Rd  
• SCC application lodged seeking to include 328a in site and change layout etc. Refused. | JRPP | 96 ILUs | Not commenced |
| 705-717 Old Northern Road, Dural | • 29.11.17 - DA for 153 bed RACF refused by Sydney North Planning Panel.  
• 7.6.18 Appeal to LEC upheld and deferred commencement consent issued | LEC | 153 RACF beds | Site works commenced |
| 3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Road, Dural | • 5.12.18 - DA for 146 ILUs refused by Sydney North Planning Panel.  
• Appeal against deemed refusal dismissed | LEC – appeal against DA refusal dismissed. | 146 ILUs  
74 RACF beds | N/A |
| 589-593 & 599-607 Old Northern Road, Glenhaven  
(Aerial of site provided in Figure 16) | 599-607 Old Northern Rd  
DAs approved prior to SCC process for 200 ILUs. Various modifications since then, including DA/1709/2007/J which sought approval for additional road works connecting to adjoining site (No 593), the subject of separate SCC application. Appeal against Council’s deemed refusal was upheld by LEC in December 2018.  
589-593 Old Northern Rd.  
• Jan 2017 - SCC issued for extension of retirement village.  
• DA lodged with Council for 80 ILUs and RACF comprising 79 beds.  
• Appeal lodged against Council’s deemed refusal of this application as well as modification DA/1709/2007/J referred to above.  
• 3.12.18 – LEC upheld appeal and development consent issued. No of ILUs reduced from 80 to 76. | LEC | 76 ILUs and 79 RACF beds | 599-607 Old Northern Rd - Anglicare Glenhaven Green retirement village constructed.  
589-593 Old Northern Rd – construction not yet commenced. |

SCCs converting to DAs/building activity in The Hills
In The Hills, all five of the projects for which SCCs have been issued have proceeded to DAs (refer to Table 12). In summary:

- Four DAs have been approved;
- One DA (140-146 Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven) has been refused by Council as the SCC had lapsed;
- Two projects comprising a total of 267 ILUs (including 100 ILUs approved pre 2007) and 120 RACF beds have been constructed and are complete, as shown in and Figure 17 and Figure 18 below; and
- One DA for 104 ILUs and 72 RACF beds is currently being assessed by Council.

Table 6: Conversion of SCCs to DAs – The Hills LGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DA DETERMINATION</th>
<th>NO OF DWELLINGS/BEDS APPROVED</th>
<th>CONSENT AUTHORITY</th>
<th>CURRENT STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 Kenthurst Rd, Dural</td>
<td>12.3.12 – DA Approved</td>
<td>70 ILUs</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5552-5554 &amp; 5564 Old Northern Rd, Wisemans Ferry</td>
<td>13.5.15 – DA Approved (Deferred commencement consent)</td>
<td>23 ILUs</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>Not commenced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Old Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven (including 93 Glenhaven Rd)</td>
<td>23.9.10 – DA approved for ILUs 28.8.15 – DA approved for RACF beds</td>
<td>97 ILUs and 120 RACF beds</td>
<td>(Former) Sydney West Joint Regional Planning Panel</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Pellitt Lane &amp; 9 Wirrabara Rd, Dural</td>
<td>20.12.18 - DA lodged</td>
<td>104 ILUs and 36 RACF beds</td>
<td>Sydney Central City Planning Panel</td>
<td>DA not yet determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140-146 Glenhaven Road, Glenhaven</td>
<td>• 14.7.17 – DA lodged 18.9.18 – DA refused</td>
<td>12 ILUs</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>Awaiting issue of new SCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17: 50 Kenthurst Rd, Dural (Source: www.nearmap.com)

Figure 18: 15 Old Glenhaven Rd (Source: www.nearmap.com)
Appendix 5: Development characteristics

Table 7: Built form characteristics of SCC proposals in the project area which have proceeded to DA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>SITE AREA</th>
<th>DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>LANDSCAPING</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HORNSBY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392 Galston Road &amp; 5 Mid-Dural Road, Galston</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>Single storey</td>
<td>4.05ha</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328A, 330-334 Galston Road, Galston</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>Two storeys 8m</td>
<td>3.7ha</td>
<td>The approved development comprises 58 self-contained ILUs in three apartment blocks with basement car parks. There are 38 single storey ILUs with garages</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705-717 Old Northern Road, Dural</td>
<td>RACF</td>
<td>12m - Two storey plus basement carpark</td>
<td>1.98 Ha.</td>
<td>60% landscaped area. No min landscape requirement under the SEPP for RACF. The frontage of the site includes remnant vegetation comprising Sydney Turpentine Ironbark Forest, a critically endangered ecological community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Quarry Road and 4 Vineys Road, Dural</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>3 storey</td>
<td>30ha</td>
<td>Overall density of 0.83:1 comprising 0.13:1 for the RACF and 0.70:1 for ILUs</td>
<td>N/A. Proposal does not demonstrate compliance with 15% deep soil planting</td>
<td>L&amp;E Court dismissed appeal May 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589-593 &amp; 599-607 Old Northern Road, Glenhaven</td>
<td>ILUs and RACF</td>
<td>RACF is 2 storeys in height with basement car parking. All self-contained dwellings are single storey.</td>
<td>7.68ha</td>
<td>Site coverage is 21%, FSR is 0.79:1.</td>
<td>Landscaping assessed as compliant with the minimum 30% requirement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>HEIGHT</td>
<td>SITE AREA</td>
<td>DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>LANDSCAPING</td>
<td>STATUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Kenthurst Rd, Dural</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>2 storeys</td>
<td>2ha</td>
<td>FSR of 0.37:1 Aerial of site provided in Figure 17.</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>Deferred commencement consent issued 13.5.15. Applicant to demonstrate compliance with water and sewerage requirements. Construction not yet commenced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5552-5554 &amp; 5564 Old Northern Rd, Wisemans Ferry</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>2-3 storeys, Max 10.5m</td>
<td>1,857m²</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Deferred commencement consent issued 13.5.15. Applicant to demonstrate compliance with water and sewerage requirements. Construction not yet commenced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Old Glenhaven Rd, Glenhaven</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>Single storey villas</td>
<td>12.45ha</td>
<td>Refer aerial of site in Figure 18.</td>
<td>50-114m² per dwelling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93 Glenhaven Rd</td>
<td>RACF</td>
<td>11.58m</td>
<td>0.85ha</td>
<td>Refer aerial of site in Figure 14.</td>
<td>Complies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Pellitt Lane &amp; 9 Wirrabara Rd, Dural</td>
<td>ILUs and RACF</td>
<td>Two storeys</td>
<td>6.3ha</td>
<td>0.25:1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140-146 Glenhaven Road, Glenhaven</td>
<td>ILUs</td>
<td>One storey</td>
<td>7.2ha</td>
<td>Proposed FSR 0.142:1 The existing development comprises of predominantly single storey villas and a two storey hostel building.</td>
<td>Landscape/deep soil area 76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6: SEPP Seniors Housing Market Report: Hornsby and The Hills LGAs